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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Semiconductors are of widespread interest because of the large number of devices 

(both electronic and opto-electronic) which can be made from them. Many different tech- 

niques designed to investigate the properties of these materials have been developed and 

applied to a large number of elemental and alloy (i.e. binary and ternary) compound semi- 

conductors. Expansion into new classes of semiconductors has continued to the point where 

quaternary alloys are presently of special interest since they allow independent control of 

both the intrinsic band gap, Eg, and lattice constant of the material. 

Materials are chosen as possible candidates for use in specific device applications 

based on a knowledge of their intrinsic structural properties. To further determine the 

suitability of a semiconducting material to a particular application, its electronic transport 

and radiative recombination properties must be considered. Hence, many of the subsequent 

assessment needs of such materials are concerned with the appropriate control of these 

attributes. Such properties ultimately depend on the presence or absence of appropriately 

selected impurities. 

Semiconductor materials with all intrinsic and some extrinsic properties well suited 

to a particular application may not be usable, however, due to other hard to control extrinsic 

properties. For example, some wide-gap II-VI materials which are ideally suited for visible 

luminescence devices are not yet commercially available since the satisfactory, simultaneous 

control of both donor and acceptor dopant concentrations necessary to produce p-n junctions 

of appropriate quality has been difficult to achieve [1,2]. One becomes very concerned with 

the relative proportions of these selected dopants and their spatial distribution throughout 

the crystal. As well, the detection and control of unwanted residual impurities and various 
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defects, whose influence is often quite signiflcant, is also of fundamental importance. Many 

diverse assessment tools are employed to characterize the presence of such impurities and 

defects in these materials and a substantial fraction of these methods are based upon optical 

techniques. 

While optical spectra are taken at a variety of temperatures, a substantially larger 

amount of information is usually obtained at temperatures < 0.10/j ; where 0/j is the 

Debye temperature^ of the host lattice [3]. A significant loss of spectral information, re- 

sulting from thermal broadening of no-phonon lines and additional spectral obscuration by 

Stokes phonon replica’s, is usually encountered by measurements taken at temperatures 

above this value. As a result, most optical measurements are taken in the lower part of the 

normal range of cryogenic temperatures, (i.e. below 77 K). The actual measurement tem- 

perature will depend primarily on the investigative technique employed, (i.e.luminescence 

measurements usually require lower temperatures than those of absorption). However, op- 

tical characterization techniques are not strictly limited to low temperature regions and are 

stiU capable of providing much useful information at higher temperatures [4, 5, 6]. 

The temperature region of interest for the operation of the large majority of semi- 

conducting devices is quite often in excess of 300 K. While it is not intuitively obvious that 

low temperature optical characterization techniques can provide a wealth of useful informa- 

tion on room temperature device operation, there are in fact, numerous benefits associated 

with such measurements. Generally, optical techniques are both contact-less and highly 

sensitive. They allow for the fast acquisition of data on the presence and relative propor- 

tions of optically and/or electrically active impurity and defect centers incorporated into 

the lattice. In some cases, a single spectrum measured on one sample can provide definitive 

information on the precise role and manner of incorporation of the impurity in the semi- 

conductor lattice. This includes the type of center (donor or acceptor), lattice site occupied 

and local symmetry. There are, however, downfalls associated with the ease and speed at 

which data can be collected using such methods. The abundance and complexity of infor- 

mation obtained in a low temperature optical measurement is quite often overwhelming, 

and the interpretation of results can be a difficult task. As with any assessment technique, 

a significant amount of background information is required before all of the information can 

be derived from the spectral context. 

^The Debye temperature, 0x>, depends on the mass and bonding between the host atoms and is usually 
in the range of 200 — 500 K for most semiconductors. 
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Materials Crystal structure Lattice constant Eg (300 K) E, (4 K) 
CdTe 
CdMnTe 
InGaAlAs 
GaAs 
InSb 
InP 

Zinc-blende 
Zinc-blende 
Zinc-blende 
Zinc-blende 
Zinc-blende 
Zinc-blende 

6.478 A 
6.370 - 6.478 A 
5.869 A 
5.642 A 
6.479 A 
5.869 A 

1.45 eV 
1.45 - 2.78 eV 
0.75 - 1.45 eV 
1.44 eV 
0.24 eV 
1.35 eV 

1.61eV 
1.61-3.18 eV 
0.81-1.58 eV 
1.52 eV 
0.41 eV 
1.42 eV 

Table 1.1: Intrinsic parameters of semiconductor compounds under investigation in this 

study. 

The emphasis of this work will be directed at two optical characterization tech- 

niques, namely photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy. These techniques will be 

employed to investigate the radiative recombination properties of a number of interesting 

and potentially important semiconducting materials. These materials and their possible 

applications can be divided into three categories. 

1. Il-VI/ni-V heterostructures for use as both large area, low defect, II-VI growth plat- 

forms and quantum well lasers operating in the 0.2 - 0.5 eV energy range. Specifically, 

the materials investigated were CdTe epilayers grown on (lll)GaAs and (OOl)InSb 

substrates, respectively. Both the epitaxially grown epilayers and bulk target materi- 

als used in the construction of these films were characterized. 

2. Epilayers of diluted magnetic semiconductors suitable for incorporation into Faraday- 

effect-based devices. Cdi-uMn^Te epilayers deposited on (lll)GaAs, for Mn (z) in 

the range (0.44 < x < 0.69) were investigated. Both the substrate and epilayer 

materials were studied. 

3. Materials well-suited for use in high-speed optical communication systems operating 

in the 1.3 — 1.6 fim range. Specifically, Ini_i;_j^GairAlyAs epilayers lattice-matched to 

InP substrates (i.e. with x -f j/ ~ 0.47) were characterized in this work. 

Some of the physical parameters of the heterostructures are listed in Table 1.1 

(data was obtained from Refs. [7], [8], and [9], respectively). 

In chapters 2 and 3, a brief theoretical treatment of photoluminescence recombi- 

nation and Raman scattering will be presented. While a detailed review of these processes 

is beyond the scope of this work, an introduction to the basic mechanisms involved in these 
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phenomena is presented. The information provided in these chapters will be used later in 

chapter 5 to analyze and interpret the results of the experiments. 

Chapter 4 will examine the experimental apparatus and methods used in this 

study. In chapter 5 the reasons for studying the various materials are reviewed in more detail 

and then results are presented and discussed. Correlations between the observed optical 

spectra and a number of intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the materials are described. 

Conclusions arrived at as a consequence of these discussions are summarized in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Photoluminescence Theory 

2.1 Introductory Concepts 

Photoluminescence (PL) is the optical radiation emitted by a physical system (in 

excess of the thermal equilibrium blackbody radiation) resulting from excitation to a non- 

equilibrium state by irradiation with light. Three processes can be distinguished in this 

phenomena: 

1. Electron-hole (e-h) pairs are created by the absorption of exciting radiation. 

2. These carriers thermalize, migrate and subsequently radiatively recombine. 

3. Photons resulting from this recombination escape from the sample. 

In the ground state of an ideal, impurity-free, semiconducting crystal at low tem- 

perature there exist a set of fully occupied electronic energy levels (valence band), separated 

from a set of unoccupied levels (conduction band) by a finite energy gap. The origin of the 

energy gap can be viewed in terms of the covalent bonds between the atoms in the semi- 

conductor. The valence band is composed of low-energy bonding states and the conduction 

band is composed of higher-energy anti-bonding states [10]. Electronic excitation in these 

crystals occurs when an electron from the filled valence band is promoted to the empty 

conduction band. This process leaves an unoccupied state in the otherwise occupied va- 

lence band which can be thought of as region of net positive charge in the crystal lattice, 

commonly referred to as a ’’hole”. Once they are created in their respective bands the 
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electron and the hole quickly^ proceed to the lowest energy state accessible to them. The 

electron drops to the bottom of the conduction band and the hole rises to the top of the 

valence band. Once in these energy states, the two interact through Coulombic attraction. 

The electronic state of the semiconducting crystal resulting from such an excitation was 

first discussed by Wannier [11] and is referred to as an exciton.^ 

Since the energy gaps of interest are typically no more than a few electron volts, 

the excitation processes usually takes place through the absorption of an optical photon. 

As energy must be conserved during this transition it follows that the energy of the exciting 

photon must be greater than or equal to that of the band gap, that is hv > Eg. Hence, 

neglecting other effects, a photon whose energy is less than that of the band gap energy of 

a crystal will propagate unattenuated through it. The energy at which the crystal starts 

to absorb radiation, Eg, is referred to as the fundamental absorption edge. The optical 

properties of crystals in the vicinity of the absorption edge are strongly influenced by the 

fact that the electron and hole produced in the excitation process interact with each other 

and usually combine to form excitons (to be discussed in section 2.2). 

As a result of the absorption of photons with hv > Eg near the surface of the 

crystal, an inhomogeneous and non-equilibrium carrier distribution is established in a re- 

stricted volume defined by the diffusion length of the incident radiation. In an attempt to 

regain homogeneity and equilibrium, the excess electron-hole pairs produced in this region 

quickly diffuse away from the surface of the crystal. The lifetime of the excitons produced 

within this region depends not only on the form of crystal lattice, but also on the types 

and concentrations of impurities, dislocations and defects within it. Eventually, however, 

the excitons will recombine radiatively or non-radiatively. Any non-radiative recombination 

events are not detected in the PL technique and subtract from the overall signal. Hence, 

we are primarily concerned with the radiative transitions as they are observable with very 

high sensitivity. 

The theoretical description of exciton states in a solid is a many-body problem 

that cannot be solved without making numerous simplifying assumptions (see for example 

Refs. [12] and [13]). While it is not the purpose of this work to extensively review the details 

of the process, a basic understanding of exciton theory and how it relates to semiconductors 

^Within time of the order of a nanosecond, the free carriers "thermalize” to a kinetic energy of approxi- 
mately kT by the rapid creation of phonons. 

Frenkel first introduced the concept of the exciton in 1931. The localized model which formed the 
basis of his approach, however, was completely inadequate in describing the excited states in semiconductors. 
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is essential in designing, performing and analyzing successful PL experiments and will be 

examined briefly below. 

2.2 Basic Excitonic Theory 

Let us consider a semiconducting crystal with the electronic band structure as 

shown in Fig. 2.1. As mentioned earlier, in the ground state of such a crystal the lower 

(valence) band states are completely occupied while the upper (conduction) band states are 

empty. Low energy single-electron processes are shown in the figure by processes A and B. 

Process A represents the transfer of an electron from an initial state near the valence band 

maximum to a state with the same wave vector, k, near the conduction band minimum. 

This process can occur with the absorption of a photon and is usually referred to as a direct 

transition. Process B represents the transfer of an electron from the same initial state near 

the valence band maximum to a state near the conduction band minimum with a different 

wave vector. In this process the absorption of an optical photon must be accompanied by 

the creation or annihilation of a lattice phonon. This process is referred to as an indirect 

transition and the resulting excited state is termed an indirect exciton. 

WAVE VECTOR 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a simple band structure, illustrating both direct 

(process A) and indirect (process B) electronic transitions. 

Consider a simple model in which the band energies for isotropic, parabolic, and 
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non-degenerate conduction and valence bands in the vicinity of k = 0 are given by 

and 

i;c(k) =£c(o) + 

f;„(k) = £„(o) - 

2m* 

2mT 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

respectively. This is an idealized model, but when it does apply, the electron and hole behave 

dynamically like particles of mass m* and and charges — je| and -|- |e|, respectively [14]. 

Their total kinetic energy is given by 

Pe . Pfe 
2m* 2m^ 

(2.3) 

where Pe and ph are the electron and hole momenta. Hence, the effective Hamiltonian for 

the two particles when interacting in a medium of dielectric constant, e, is given by 

HefJ = 2m! 
(2.4) 

“e 2m^ ^ l^e - fh\ 

where h is Planck’s constant divided by 27T and fg and are the coordinates of the electron 

and hole. 

The Schrodinger equation for the excited electron-hole pair is then given by 

\ 

2m! 2m! i’aircfh) = £^at/’a(re, r/i) (2.5) 
£ l^e - r^l / 

where the index a represents a complete set of quantum numbers. This equation separates 

when center-of-mass and relative coordinates are used. These coordinates are defined by 

R = (m*?e + mlTh)l{rn* -|- ml) 

and 

r = Te - Tp. 

The solutions of Eq. 2.5 are of the form 

= F^(r)G'.,(R). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Substituting Eqs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 into Eq. 2.5, the quantities F and G are found to satisfy 

(2.9) 
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and 

^7 = ^-yG^. (2.10) 

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 have been expressed in terms of the reduced mass /x and the effective 

mass M* of the exciton, respectively. These quantities are defined as follows: 

11^1 
(2.11) 

and 

M* = ml+ml. (2.12) 

From examination of the form of Eq. 2.9, it is clear that the quantity in parentheses on 

the right-hand side of the expression is equal to the usual hydrogenic eigenvalues. Hence, 

it can be shown that 

Ea — = —fxe‘*/2h^e^n^ (2.13) 

where n is the principal quantum number. The remaining quantum numbers {I, mi, Tn^), 

which along with n are collectively called wiU not be considered here. 

It is seen from Eq. 2.10 that is the spectrum of eigenvalues for a free particle 

of mass M*. This equation can also be solved to give the center-of-ma.ss wave function 

= Aexp(iK • R) (2.14) 

where A is a constant. Hence, the allowed eigenvalues for the kinetic energy of the combined 

system are 

= h^K^/2M*. (2.15) 

The exciton total wave vector K is thus seen to suffice as a set of quantum numbers, 7. It 

is clear then, that the total energy of the exciton consists of both internal and kinetic parts: 

En(K) = Eg- 
fie" 

+ 
2h?e^n^ 2M 

(2.16) 

The energy Eg in Eq. 2.16 is the band gap energy, E<;(0) — £^(0). It is the energy required 

to create one electron-hole pair of zero kinetic energy (K = 0) which is not bound (n = OG). 

This merely sets the zero energy point. 

In a typical semiconductor the second term in Eq. 2.16 (which we will denote as 

the exciton binding energy. Ex) is much smaller for a given n, than the usual Rydberg term 
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in atomic hydrogen. The binding energy, Ex, is related to the energy of the corresponding 

state of a hydrogen atom by 

where mg is the free-electron mass and is the energy of the hydrogen atom. For CdTe 

with an electron effective mass of m* = 0.096me [16], light and heavy hole effective masses 

of = 0.12me [17] and = 1.09me [18], and a dielectric constant given by £ = 9.0 

[16], we find the binding energy for the ground state exciton to be approximately 11.2 meV 

(taking E^ — 13.6 eV). 

Hence, from examination of Eq. 2.16 we see that there exist a series of hydrogen- 

like energy levels. These excitonic levels are conventionally shown as existing below the 

conduction band as in Fig. 2.2. These levels become closer together for higher energies and 

finally merge into a continuum. The continuum is taken as the bottom of the conduction 

band, where the electron is free. 

valence band (3) Conduction band, (4) Exciton energy levels. 

The spatial extent of the Wannier exciton state in the simple model considered 

here is given by the modified Bohr radius of the state. This is expressed as 

f E 

k 

Figure 2.2: Exciton levels for direct transitions. (1) Light-hole valence band, (2) Heavy-hole 

(r) (2.18) 

where 

(2.19) 
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and a^, the Bohr orbit radius for the hydrogen atom is taken as 0.53 A. Using CdTe as an 

example again, we find the radius of the first Bohr orbit of its exciton to be approximately 

(T-)J = 71 A. This is an extremely large radius and the corresponding eigenstates extend 

over thousands of unit cells. 

Free excitons quickly bind to different types of defects in the crystal. These include 

neutral and ionized impurities, vacancies, and surface structures. In general, exciton states 

are only observed in relatively pure semiconducting crystals. This occurs for a number of 

reasons. First, the electron-hole interaction is strongly shielded by the presence of other free 

carriers in the system. However, if only the free-carrier effects were important, one might 

expect to observe discrete exciton absorption in heavily doped but compensated materials. 

This is in fact, not the case. In addition to the free-carrier effects, the presence of a high 

concentration of impurity atoms results in a broadening of the exciton absorption lines such 

that above a certain impurity concentration the discrete spectra are wiped out. 

We mentioned earlier that for a Wannier exciton, the electron and hole interact 

via a screened Coulomb interaction. The question as to what dielectric constant should 

be used in this interaction term arises? This can be determined from an estimate of the 

angular frequency of the exciton as found by equating the angular momentum to Planck’s 

constant. Thus, 

UJ = 
( angular momentum \ n 

(2.20) 
V mass X radius^ 

If w < Wo, where WQ is an optical mode vibrational frequency, the lattice can follow the 

motion of the pair; it will polarize, and the low-frequency lattice dielectric constant will be 

appropriate to the Coulomb interaction. We may invert this whole argument and assert that 

the high-frequency lattice constant will be appropriate if the exciton radius is small enough, 

i.e. if Oo < (h/fiUo)^. Hence, in the case of CdTe with Oo = 71 A, OJLO = 5.15 x 10^^ Hz 

and WTO = 4.20 x 10^^ Hz [12], we find that (h/fiUg)^ = 184 A and 204 A respectively and 

we are able to use the high-frequency lattice constant for the Coulomb interaction term. 

It should be noted that these are rather simplified calculations since a zinc-blende 

cubic semiconductor like CdTe has degenerate valence bands which means that two types of 

holes,^ have to be included in the dynamical excitonic problem. This has been found to re- 

sult in several consequences as noted in Ref. [19]: existence of’’heavy” and ’’light” excitons, 

anisotropy of the exciton dispersion, non-parabolic dispersion of excitons (even though the 

^For k = 0 in CdTe the Fg level splits into two bands, each of the bands having different curvatures and 
consequently different effective masses for holes (i.e. light and heavy). 
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valence and conduction bands are parabolic) and non-hydrogenic excitonic energy levels. 

2.3 Radiative Recombination 

2.3.1 Intrinsic Recombination Processes 

In photoluminescence measurements the sample is normally excited with a laser 

having hi> > Eg. This creates electron-hole (e-h) pairs which recombine in several ways, 

some of which are radiative and emit photons which can be detected. The photon energy 

of the emitted light depends on the recombination process, illustrated in Fig. 2.3, where 

five of the most commonly observed PL transitions are shown [20]. 

Band-to-band transitions 

The simplest recombination mechanism in an intrinsic semiconductor that results 

in photon emission corresponds to an electron in the conduction band recombining with a 

hole in the valence band. This transition, referred to as band-to-band recombination, is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (a). 

At low temperatures and excitation densities, mobile carriers can combine to form 

free excitons which may then become additionally bound to impurities and other defects 

so that the luminescence spectrum is dominated by recombination from these states rather 

than by band-to-band recombination. While at high temperatures (fc^T > E'; where E' is 

an energy characteristic of the binding of the carriers) thermal dissociation again results in 

a domination by band-to-band recombination. In the case of indirect gap semiconductors 

(see Fig. 2.1) this process is complicated by the fact that phonon assistance is required 

for momentum conservation. This requirement reduces the overall probability for indirect 

transitions. Generally, this probability is so low that radiative recombination of free carriers 

cannot be conveniently studied in indirect gap materials. However, at low temperatures and 

high illumination intensities, the carriers can condense into an electron-hole liquid drops 

from which enhanced recombination of all types can proceed. 

Free exciton transitions 

At low temperatures and relatively low excitation densities in sufficiently pure 

materials, the excess electrons and holes predominately form excitons which subsequently 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2.3: Common transitions observed with photoluminescence. Excitation can occur 

via absorption of a photon as shown on the extreme left. Radiative recombination can occur 

by any of the processes illustrated on the right-hand side of the figure. 

decay via the free-exciton recombination mechanism illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (b). The free 

exciton {FE) represents the lowest energy intrinsic excitation of such a system. Once 

formed, the FE is capable of moving through the crystal. However, since it is a bound 

e-h pair, both the electron and hole move together resulting in no photoconductivity. The 

energy of a photon created by the recombination of this correlated state was given previously 

in Eq. 2.16. In indirect-gap materials the decay process must also be accompanied by the 

emission of a momentum conserving phonon. The energy of an emitted photon in the 

indirect gap case is thus given by 

hi/ = Eg — Ex — huj (2.21) 

where hu is the energy of the required phonon and Ex is the exciton binding energy as 

given in Eq. 2.17. A characteristic feature of the spectra of indirect gap materials is that a 

set of exciton recombination replica’s appear due to the emission of different phonons. 

Excitonic molecules 

With increasing density, the FE’s interact attractively and may form new bound 

states. Possibilities include a four particle complex analogous to a positronium molecule, 

resulting from the binding of the two free excitons, or an electron-hole ’’liquid” state, corre- 

sponding to the condensation of FE’s. In the electron-hole ’’droplet” the condensate behaves 
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like a liquid metal and is composed of a neutral two component plasma of electrons and 

holes whose average energy is lower than that of the FE. The formation of this liquid can be 

viewed as a phase transition of the FE gas analogous to ordinary gas-liquid transformations. 

2.3.2 Extrinsic Recombination Processes 

The intrinsic recombination processes discussed above are seldom the dominant 

processes at low temperatures and low excitation densities. The presence of impurities in 

semiconductors is unavoidable and has a profound influence on the radiative recombination 

spectra even when impurity concentrations are low (< lO^^cm”^). The variety of these 

extrinsic processes is immense, however, an understanding of the basic transitions involved 

is helpful in determining the nature of impurities in semiconductors as well as the efficiency 

of radiative recombination rates. 

Free to bound transitions 

Consider the presence of a single type of impurity (e.g. donor or acceptor) in an 

otherwise homogenous crystal lattice. For temperatures T > 0, the impurity is partially 

occupied so that some impurity centers are neutral while others are ionized. Two types of 

radiative transitions can occur when electrons and holes are excited is such a semiconductor. 

If the impurity is a donor then these transitions would be i) an electron to ionized donor 

transition (e — £)+) and ii) a hole to neutral donor transition (£> — h) (see Fig. 2.3(c)). 

Since the energy binding a carrier to a donor or acceptor is generally in the meV range, the 

(e — Z)+) transitions occur in the far infrared spectral range. Thus, since small energies are 

involved, phonon emission offers very effective competition and the radiative efficiency is 

quite low. Transitions of the {D — h) type occur close to the fundamental band gap energy 

and are usually several kT wide. Examining the spectral shape of such transitions can 

yield information about free-carrier distributions and impurity binding energies. Similar 

transitions are also possible when only acceptor impurities are present, i.e. (e — A) and 

(^+ - h). 

Donor-acceptor pair transitions 

When a semiconductor has both donor and acceptor impurities, a radiative tran- 

sition involving an electron bound to a donor and a hole bound to an acceptor becomes 
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possible. This process, illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (d) is referred to as a donor-acceptor pair 

(DAP) transition. The radiative probability for such transitions depends on the overlap of 

the wave functions of the electron at the donor and the hole at the acceptor and is quite 

small. At temperatures kgT <C E{ (ionization energy of the impurities), the carriers can- 

not escape once they are captured at these impurities and DAP transitions become one 

of the dominant radiative processes. The impurities are neutral in the initial state of the 

DAP transition and ionized in the final state. The coulombic interaction between these 

ionized impurities lowers the energy of the final state so that energy of the emitted photon 

is increased by this amount. 

Assuming a simple coulomb interaction between ionized impurities, the photon 

energy is given by 

hu{r) = Eg - {EA + ED) + e^/er (2.22) 

where EA (ED) is the acceptor (donor) ionization energy. Eg is the band gap energy, £ 

is the static dielectric constant, e is the electronic charge and r is the distance between 

donors and acceptor lattice atoms. For substitutional impurities (located on lattice sites), 

r changes discretely and gives rise to a multitude of closely spaced, sharp lines. Different 

energy spacings occur depending on whether the two impurities are on similar or dissimilar 

lattice sites. The intensity of various lines is a function of the number of available lattice 

sites for a given pair separation r. There exist two limits of interest: 

• If we assume that a free carrier cannot bind to an ionized DAP for donor-acceptor 

separation less than the normal Bohr radius of the isolated bound carrier, then 

the intensity of the DAP lines cutoff abruptly for r less than some critical value, 

Tc- 

• For large r the relative increase in r from one shell to the next is so small that 

the lines merge to form a relatively broad band (both sharp lines due to close 

pairs and a broad band due to distant pairs have been observed in GaP [21]). 

From such spectra one can deduce (EA + ED) and whether or not donors and 

acceptors occupy similar or opposite lattice sites. As well, one can estimate EA OI ED from 

the series cutoff at re- 

*We note that hv above may be larger that Eg for small values of EA -|- ED- Such photons are usually 
reabsorbed before escaping the sample. 
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The overlap of the wave functions of an electron at a donor and a hole at an ac- 

ceptor depends on their separation r. Thus, the radiative transition probability decreases 

with increasing r (decreasing photon energy). However, the number of possible pairings de- 

creases as r decreases. Consequently, the emission intensity must go through a majdmum as 

the separation distance r is varied. With increasing excitation intensity the DAP spectrum 

is expected to shift to higher energy as the low energy (large r) states are saturated. This 

has been shown by Zacks et al. [22]. A multitude of sharp lines with increasing separation 

energy and a broad band at lower energies with the two properties described above form 

the characteristic signature of DAP transitions. 

Bound exciton recombination 

Under certain circumstances, the binding energy of an exciton is increased by the 

presence of a point defect like a neutral or ionized impurity. Energy is the fundamental 

criterion that determines whether or not an exciton can be trapped at an impurity. If the 

total energy of the system is reduced (corresponding to an increase in the binding energy 

of the exciton) when the exciton is in the vicinity of an impurity, then it is energetically 

favorable for the exciton to remain near the defect. The exciton then becomes ’’bound” to 

the impurity and hence, is referred to as a bound exciton {BE). Obviously if the energy 

of the system is increased when the exciton is near the defect, the exciton wiU choose to 

remain free. 

An exciton, X, bound to an ionized donor, D"*", forms a complex consisting of a 

donor ion, an electron, and a hole. Such a construction is commonly denoted as (D+,X) in 

the literature. In this molecule, the electron bound to the donor stiU travels in a wide orbit 

about the donor. The associated hole which moves in the electrostatic field of the ’’fixed” 

dipole, determined by the instantaneous position of the electron, also travels about this 

donor. The companion complex of a (D+,X) is an exciton bound to an ionized acceptor 

(A“,X). Other complexes of interest include an exciton bound to a neutral donor {D°,X), 

consisting of the donor ion, two electrons and a hole, and an exciton-neutral acceptor 

complex (A°,X), consisting of the acceptor ion, two holes and an electron. 

The theoretical treatment of these multiparticle states is obviously very difficult, 

but they have nonetheless attracted much attention because of their great importance in 

recombination and luminescence phenomena [23]. The localization of the electron and the 
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hole in the vicinity of the same impurity leads to a large overlap of their wave functions, 

and therefore to a large BE oscillator strength^ and recombination probability [24]. In 

addition, impurities typically have a large capture cross section for excitons making BE 

recombination an effective decay channel [25]. 

At low temperatures, near band gap luminescence spectra of many semiconductors 

show strong sharp lines due to the recombination of BE’s. The photon energy of such lines 

is given by 

hv — Eg — Ex — Eb ~ nhuj (2.23) 

where Eb is the binding energy of the exciton to the donor or acceptor. As evident from 

the presence of the last term in the above expression, bound exciton decay may proceed 

with or without the emission of n phonons, (where n = 0,1,2,3,...). The ratio of the no- 

phonon (n = 0) assisted BE line to the phonon assisted (n > 0) BE line in a given material 

increases with increasing exciton-to-impurity binding energy Eb [26]. This observation may 

be understood by noting that as Eb increases the BE has a larger fraction of its wavefunction 

at k = 0 and hence the no-phonon component of the transition is stronger. Bound exciton 

transitions are prominent in low temperature PL spectra since their line widths are very 

narrow®. Hence, the spectral intensity of even a small population of these complexes can 

be quite large. 

The existence of charged impurity-exciton complexes appears to depend critically 

upon the ratio of the effective masses for the electron and hole and upon details of band 

structure. Excitons can always bind to neutral donors or acceptors with some small local- 

ization energy, but not to ionized donors or acceptors unless a — Tn*/m’l^ is appropriately 

much less than or much greater than one, respectively [27]. This relationship predicts that 

excitons cannot bind to both ionized donors and ionized acceptors in a single semiconductor. 

No deviations from this relationship have been reported. 

At high excitation densities the donors and acceptors bind more than one exciton 

and additional satellite lines are seen in the spectrum associated with the cascade decay of 

multi-bound excitonic complexes. A detailed review of these complexes is given by Thewalt 

in Ref. [28]. 

®The oscillator strength is proportional to R^; where R is the radial extent of the BE wavefunction. Since 
the BE’s are usually weakly bound to impurity sites, R is large and hence the oscillator strength is large. 

®The FWHM for BE transitions are typically < kT/2 and resemble slightly broadened delta functions, 
i.e. at T = ll.SK we expect a line width of approximately O.SmeV. 
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2.4 Application to Material Characterization 

2.4.1 Impurity identification 

Photoluminescence is a non-destructive, highly sensitive technique for the simul- 

taneous determination of many types of impurities (assuming they involve radiative tran- 

sitions) in semiconductors. It is particularly well suited to the detection of shallow level 

impurities but can also be used to detect certain deep level impurities (as long as radiative 

transitions dominate). Examples of interest include the use of this method to determine the 

presence of Cu, Ag, Li, and Na acceptors and In and Cl donors in CdTe bulk and thin film 

materials [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. The sharp luminescence lines obtained at low temperatures in 

these studies yield well defined energy assignments. These levels provide direct information 

about the chemical nature of the impurities associated with them. It has been estimated 

that the extreme sensitivity of the luminescence technique allows one to detect the presence 

of certain impurities down to concentrations of 10^® atoms/cm“^ (or one part in 10^^) [34]. 

Exciton binding to neutral donors and acceptors has been observed in many sys- 

tems and found in some [35], to exhibit systematic trends which obey Haynes’ rule [36]. 

Essentially, this rule states that the ratio of excitonic binding energy, EJf,, to the ionization 

energy of the donor or acceptor to which the exciton is bound, measured for a variety of 

defects in different crystals, is essentially the same in all cases. It has been noted that for 

acceptor states, EI/EA = 0.1 and for donor states, Eb/Ejj = 0.2 [37, 38]. While this simple 

proportionality has been shown to fail for selected III-V compounds, it stiU provides a very 

useful aid in the determination of recombination centers. 

2.4.2 Defect identification 

As mentioned earlier, excitons may be localized at neutral impurity or ionized 

crystal defects (i.e. native point or extended defects, substitutional or interstitial impurity 

atoms). Recombination of excitons localized at such defects yield emission spectra which 

reflect, in great detail, the structural imperfections present within the crystalline semicon- 

ductor. A representative collection of studies using the PL method to investigate such 

imperfections in CdTe are found in Refs. [39, 40, 41, 42]. In the work of Seto et al. [39] 

PL studies (before and after annealing) were used to determine that a prominent emission 

line, commonly observed in p-type CdTe crystals, was the result of the recombination of 
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excitons bound to Cd-vacancy/donor complexes. Amirtharaj et al. [42] studied the PL 

signal of In-doped CdTe films before and after several commonly used chemical treatments 

had been applied. Based on this study they were able to ascertain that the conventional 

surface preparation (etching) techniques applied to the films resulted in perturbations in 

the physical properties of the samples. Specifically, they found that the chemical treatment 

introduced a Cd-vacancy defect into the near surface region of the material. 

2.4.3 Band gap and lattice parameters 

The PL technique has become increasing useful in determining fundamental lattice 

and band gap parameters in ternary and quaternary compounds [43]. Many photolumines- 

cence studies of these materials have recently been undertaken. In particular, Bohrer et 

al. [9] recently determined the dependence of the band gap energy and alignment type 

on Al concentration in Ini-i-yGa^jAlyAs lattice matched to InP using low temperature 

PL measurements. The ability to deduce compositional information using this method is 

particularly useful when dealing with quaternary alloys, since x-ray diffraction measure- 

ments alone cannot quantify the composition of such films. In another study, Olsthoorn et 

al. investigated alloy clustering and carrier localization in Alo.48lno.52As films by analyzing 

their PL properties as a function of temperature and excitation density [44]. In this work 

the authors note that line widths of PL peaks in alloys are generally determined by the 

presence of ionized impurities and by alloy fluctuations. The former depends on excitation 

density because an increase in this density increases the number of ionized impurities. In 

contrast, the latter broadening is independent of the excitation density. Using this criteria 

and the observed dependence of the PL line width on the excitation density, Olsthoorn et 

al. concluded that significant alloy fluctuations and clustering were present within the films. 

2.4.4 Impurity concentration 

As noted above, impurity identification using the PL technique is very precise due 

to the extremely high energy resolution associated with the method. Impurity concentra- 

tion determination, on the other hand, is much more difficult. It is not easy to correlate the 

spectral intensity of a given PL signal to the concentration of impurities causing it. This is 

due to diflFerential non-radiative effects associated with deep level bulk or surface recombina- 

tion centers. Since the concentration of such recombination centers can vary unpredictably 
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from sample to sample (or location to location on a given sample), for a constant shallow 

level impurity concentration, it is not surprising that the PL signal can vary greatly. 

A novel approach to this problem has been presented by several workers in an 

evaluation of thin films with different resistivities [26, 45, 46, 47]. It was found that samples 

with higher resistivities showed higher intensities of intrinsic peaks (i.e. FE peaks) relative 

to corresponding impurity peaks (i.e. BE peaks). By using this ratio technique it is possible 

to eliminate the effects of differential non-radiative transitions. It was estimated by Tajima 

et al. [46] that in silicon crystals, boron concentrations as low as 10^^ cm“^ and phos- 

phorus concentrations as low as 10^^ cm“^ could be reliably detected using this method. 

Furthermore, both concentrations could be calculated from the same spectra once a power 

calibration curve had been established. This technique was only found to work well at low 

impurity concentrations where the intrinsic peaks were not obscured by impurity peaks. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory of Raman Scattering From 

Crystals 

3.1 Introduction 

The measurement of the Raman spectrum of a crystal is one of the primary meth- 

ods for obtaining information about its lattice vibration frequencies. The Raman effect in 

crystals has been known for a long time [48, 49] and exhaustive theoretical treatments of the 

process have been performed [50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. During the Raman event, incident light 

of angular frequency WQ interacts with the crystal to create or destroy one or more lattice 

vibration quanta (phonons), and the energy tiw gained or lost by the lattice is compensated 

by a decrease or increase in the frequency Wj of the scattered light = Ug ±.oj). 

The lattice vibrations of the majority of crystals have a maximum wavenumber 

' somewhere in the range from 100 to 1,000 cm“^. The first-order Raman spectrum occupies 

a range of this extent on either side of the exciting frequency. The fraction of scattered light 

with lower frequency than that of the incident light is called the Stokes component, while the 

fraction of light with higher frequency is denoted the anti-Stokes component. Although both 

optic and acoustic phonons give rise to first-order Raman scattering, only lattice vibrations 

having certain types of symmetry result in Raman scattering. Such vibrations are deemed 

to be Raman-active. The phonon wavevector can assume any value lying in the Brillouin 

zone, the maximum value being of the order TT/C, where a is the lattice constant. This 

maximum value is typically around 3 x 10® cm“^. Incident light of wavelength A = 514.53 
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nm (v = 19,435 cm“^), for example, has a wavevector^ inside the crystal of the order of 

2 X10® cm“^. This is very small in comparison with ir/a and thus, the phonons of importance 

in the first-order Raman effect have wavelengths very long relative to the lattice constant. 

The smallness of the wavevector, k, of the first-order Raman-active phonons leads to a great 

simplification in the discussion of their properties. 

The first-order Raman effect is a scattering process in which a single phonon is 

either created or destroyed. In the second-order Raman effect, two phonons participate in 

the scattering process. They may both be created (giving rise to a Stokes component in the 

scattered light), one may be created and the other destroyed (resulting in both Stokes and 

anti-Stokes components), or finally both may be destroyed (producing only an anti-Stokes 

component). 

The emphasis of this chapter wiU be on providing a summarized general account 

of the nature and theory of the Raman effect in crystals as it is found in Ref. [50]. The 

Raman scattering process wiU be discussed, symmetry properties of crystals will be outlined 

and applications of the process to semiconductor characterization will be summarized. 

3.2 Scattering Theory 

As mentioned above, the Raman process involves the inelastic scattering of photons 

by a crystal. Photons of energy hwo, and direction specified by the momentum ko, are 

incident on a crystal and scattered to give photons of energy hus and momentum k*. 
The initial state of the crystal, i, has energy Ei, and the final state, / , an energy Ej. The 

probability of the scattering process is given by the golden rule of second-order perturbation 

theory [55] as: 

w = (ko, *: its, /)p + Ei - hus - Ef) (3.1) 

where p{uJs) is the density of states of the photons, given by 

p{u>s)du)sdQ, = ( -— ) -^dujgdQ, (3.2) 
\2TZCJ n 

where dfl is an element of solid angle. The interaction between the photons and the crystal 

is specified by the Hamiltonian, H. 

^Note that the wavevector, k = 2v x n x. v \ where n is the refractive index of the material and v is the 
wavevector of the light. 
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When treated in its most general form, the interaction between electromagnetic 

radiation and crystalline matter is a very complicated problem. The situation is somewhat 

simplified in the Raman process, however, where the wavelengths of both the incident and 

scattered light are much greater than the size of the atoms with which they are interact- 

ing. Furthermore, the electric fields associated with the light nearly always give rise to 

Raman scattering. As a result, the interaction Hamiltonian may be written in terms of the 

polarizability, P, of the crystal such that 

H = Y1 PoAi: kJ)E^{o)Ep{s) (3.3) 
a/3 

where E(o) and E(s) are the electric fields associated with the incident and scattered light, 

and a and j3 denote the Cartesian coordinates. Before the result can be substituted into 

Eq. 3.1 it is necessary to rewrite the electric field terms as functions of the photon creation, 

6+(k), and annihilation, &(k), operators (after Ref. [56]) 

E(o) = i(27rhWo)2^o)[6(ko) - 6+(-ko)] (3.4) 

where we have introduced the polarization vector for the photons, ^o). The electric field 

varies in space with the wavevector of the photon, through an exp(fko • R) term. 

The conventional expression for Raman scattering, as developed in Ref. [57], is 

stated in terms of the energy scattered for a particular incident electric field. The energy 

scattered is huj^w and the number of quanta can be given in terms of the incident electric 

field by fi = (E(o) • E(O))/27T^O- Combining these results with Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3, allows 

one to express the intensity of the Raman scattering process from state i to state / of the 

crystal as 

Idildwf = Pap(koi : ks/)P+5(kof : ksf)Eaio)Ey{o)e/3{s)es{s)S{Ei+hu;o-Ef-?iuJs) 

(3.5) 

The total Raman scattering intensity is then obtained by averaging over the initial and final 

states of the crystal and weighting them by the appropriate thermodynamic factors. This 

yields 

Idilduf = Y Ea{o)Ey{o)£p(s)e6{s)IaP'iS (3.6) 
aP-fS 

laP'fS — EA-P. p(koi: ks/)P^(kof: ksf)6(Ei + ticjo - Ef - tuOs) 
«/ 

where 

(3.7) 
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In the expression above, the thermodynamic probability is given by pi = exp(—the 

inverse temperature, /?, is given by 1/kgT and the partition function [58] is represented by 

Z. 

Upon rewriting the delta function in the above expression as an integral over time 

and introducing a polarizability operator, Eq. 3.7 becomes 

1 f°° ^ 
lap'iS = < Pap(koks,t)Pfg(koks,o) > exp(iu;t)dt (3.8) 

where the polarizability operators are written in the Heisenberg representation, u denotes 

the frequency transfer, 

u = u>o-i^s (3-9) 

and the brackets, -C ... indicate the thermodynamic average. 

3.3 Normal Modes of Vibration of Crystals 

The displacements of atoms from their equilibrium positions in crystals are de- 

scribed by their normal modes of vibration. The theory of these normal modes has been 

extensively developed elsewhere [57, 59, 60, 61] and only the results wiU be reviewed in 

order to establish notation required for later considerations. 

To begin, the potential energy of the crystal is expanded in a power series of the 

displacements of the ions from their equilibrium positions. Neglecting anharmonic terms, 

this series can be written as: 

= <(>o + 
hh k\k2 ap 

h h 

k2 
(3.10) 

where 4>o is the potential energy of the static crystal, U( Ik) is the displacement of the kth 

( h h\ type of atom in the /th unit cell, and <j>ap I 1 is the appropriate second derivative 
\h k2 J 

of the potential which is minus the force on the atom (hki) in the a direction when the 

atom (^2^2) is displaced a unit amount in the (3 direction. 

The equation of motion of the atom (/iA:i) can be expressed as 

^ki Ua 
Phki 

h 

k2 
(3.11) 
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where the mass of the atoms of type k\ are given by Mjtj. This equation is simplified by 

introducing Bloch waves for the displacements so that 

I q)expi(q-R(/A:)-a;t) (3.12) 

where N is the number of unit cells in the crystal. Substituting Eq. 3.12 into Eq. 3.11 

yields 

iJUc{k = Dafi{kk' I S^)Up{k' I q) (3.13) 
f3k' 

where the dynamical matrix, (after Born et al. [57]) is given by 

I (11) ■ M ) ’ * (0) 
The normal modes of vibration are obtained by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix to 

give the eigenvalues w^(^) and the eigenvectors e(k | of the yth normal mode. The 

normalization condition for these eigenvalues is given by 

^e(A: I • e+(A: | qj') = 6jj, (3.15) 
k 

It is useful, at this point, to introduce the phonon coordinates A{^) which are the sum of 

phonon creation and destruction operators 

>1(^) = a(qj) + a+(-^) (3.16) 

When written in terms of these operators, the displacements of the atoms may be given by 

U(/fc) = Y, {2U(^)NM^ e{k\^)exv[iq-'R{lk)]A{^) (3.17) 

The formal development of phonon theory is completed by studying the time development 

of the operators fl(qj) and a'*'(4/)- In th® Heisenberg representation A(^,t) is given by 

A(^,t) = o(qji,o)exp(ia;(qj)t) + a+(-qjf, o) exp(-fo;(^)t) (3.18) 

With the aid of Bose statistics [62], the thermodynamic expectation value of these operators 

may be expressed as: 

< a(^’)a+(qj) >= n{^) + 1 
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< >= n(^) (3.19) 

where the population factor is given by: 

^(qj) = l/{exp[/?hu;(qi)] - 1} (3.20) 

Although the above development is quite formal it does allow the frequencies of 

the normal modes of vibration to be obtained if the interatomic potential is known. The 

(Fourier-transformed) dynamical matrix, Z?, is a Hermitian square matrix of size three times 

the number of atoms in each unit cell, s. Thus, there are 3s different frequencies for each 

wavevector q. A complete description of the normal modes is a list of these frequencies and 

the associated eigenvectors for all wavevectors lying within the first Brillouin zone. It is 

usually necessary to make use of a model of the crystal before the phonon dispersion curves 

for a particular material may be calculated, as little theoretical progress has been made in 

making a-priori calculations. 

3.4 One-Phonon and Two-Phonon Raman Processes 

In Section 3.2, the Raman scattering intensity was deduced in terms of the polar- 

izability of the crystal. In this section the polarizability will be expanded in terms of the 

normal mode coordinates, A{^), introduced in the previous section. In Raman scattering 

experiments in which the incident frequency is (i) much greater than the frequency transfer 

(i.e. Ug > (jj) and (ii) not close to any of the electronic excitation frequencies of the crys- 

tal, it may be assumed that the polarizability is symmetric in a and (3 and thus, may be 

expanded in a series as: 

dj \ ^ / \ 3 / 4x^2, JU2 V 

In this expansion the coefficients are assumed to be independent of the frequency transfer, 

while conservation of momentum shows for the one-phonon term that 

ko - k. = Q = q (3.22) 

where Q is the momentum transfer, and for the two-phonon term 

Q = qi + qz (3.23) 
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The cross-section for the one phonon Raman scattering process may be obtained 

by substituting the Heisenberg representation for the phonon operators (given in Eq. 3.18) 

and their expectation values (given in 3.19), into Eq. 3.8 to give 

[n(Qj)S{u+u{Qj))-I-(n(^') +~w(Qj))] (3.24) 

A cursory examination of this expression shows that one-phonon Raman scattering occurs 

at the frequencies of the phonons whose wavevectors are equal to the wavevector transfer 

in the experiment. As mentioned earlier, the process in which the light quanta lose energy 

during scattering is referred to as Stokes scattering, while the complimentary process in 

which energy is gained by the light is denoted as anti-Stokes Raman. 

As the wavelength of the exciting radiation in Raman experiments is much longer 

than the interatomic distances within the crystal, the available momentum transfers, Q, 

are much smaller (< 10~^) than the momentum of many of the phonons. Hence, to a first 

approximation one can take Q = 0 in the Raman scattering process unless the frequencies 

uj{Qj) vary rapidly with wavevector for small wavevectors. As evident from examination 

of Eqs. 3.20 and 3.24, the intensity ratios of the Stokes to anti-Stokes distributions is given 

by exp(Phu). 

The scattering cross-section for the two-phonon Raman process has been calculated 

in a similar manner and is given in Ref. [50]. There are two types of second-order Raman 

scattering (as noted in Ref. [51] by Loudon) and they give rise to a line spectrum and a 

continuous spectrum, respectively. The second-order line spectrum is due to processes in 

which the incident light suffers two successive first-order Raman scatterings. Thus, it is 

essential that first-order Raman scattering be allowed for the two phonons individually, as 

the frequency shifts which occur in the second-order line spectrum are sums and differences 

of the shifts occurring in the first-order spectrum. It is not necessary for energy to be 

conserved in the intermediate state. However, the total wavevector in this state must be 

the same as in the initial state and this conservation law forces the wavevector of the first 

phonon to be small and leads to the line nature of the resulting Raman spectrum. Since the 

process depends on two successive scattering events which must both take place within the 

crystal volume, the scattering efficiency for the second-order line spectrum increases with 

the size of the crystal. 

The second-order continuous spectrum is due to a scattering process in which the 
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light interacts with a pair of phonons in a single event. If attention is restricted to the case 

where two phonons are created, then there are no restrictions placed on the phonon wavevec- 

tors other than the requirement that their sum should balance the change in wavevector of 

the scattered photon. Subject to this condition, the phonon wavevectors can range in value 

over the entire Brillouin zone. Since the photon wavevectors are negligible compared to the 

Brillouin zone dimensions, wavevector conservation effectively requires that the wavevectors 

of the two phonons must be equal and opposite. The continuous frequency distribution dis- 

played by the scattered photons is thus proportional to a weighted density of lattice states 

in which two phonons of equal and opposite wavevector are present. The weighting is due 

to the frequency and wavevector dependence of the interactions involved in the scattering 

process. The second-order continuous spectrum results from a single scattering event and 

the scattering efficiency is therefore independent of the crystal size, as in the first-order 

Raman effect. This fact leads to an experimental means for resolving the second-order line 

and continuous spectra in cases where the continuum has sharp features or where the lines 

involved are broad. 

While it is possible to approach higher order (i.e. three-phonon, etc.) Raman 

scattering processes using the formalism outlined earlier in this section, the calculations 

associated with such problems are quite involved and proper interpretation of the results 

becomes increasingly difficult. 

3.5 The Polarizability 

In most Raman experiments the frequency of the incident light is much higher than 

any of the normal mode frequencies of the crystal. Hence, there is poor coupling of the light 

to the lattice and the polarizability arises in a large extent, from electronic distortions. The 

most important mechanism for Raman scattering was developed by Loudon [53] and is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In the single phonon case. Fig. 3.1 (a), the incident photon creates 

a virtual electron-hole pair, ei, which either creates or absorbs a phonon resulting in the 

virtual pair, C2. This second pair then recombines and emits the scattered photon. The 

magnitude of the polarizabihty can be calculated using third order perturbation theory and 

has been found to be proportional to 

E 
ej£2 

{i\Hf\e^){e,\Hn\e2){e2\Hf\f) 

(cJej - U}o){uJe2 - ‘^s) 
(3.25) 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams showing the-Raman scattering process for one-phonon (a) 

and two-phonon (b-d) processes;   photon,  = phonon, = electron, — 

hole. 

where Hf represents the coupling with the incident light polarized in the a direction, Hj the 

coupling with the scattered light in the j3 direction, and Hu the electron-phonon scattering 

by which state e\ is scattered to state 62 with the production of a Raman-active phonon. 

Upon examination of this result it becomes apparent that the polarizability, a.s 

expressed in the expansion of Eq. 3.21, is independent of the frequency transfer oj only 

if |u;ej — u>o\ ^ u>. If is close to one of the energies, then the polarizability is 

enhanced, resulting in what is commonly referred to as the resonant Raman effect. This 

effect is discussed in much detail in Refs. [63] and [64]. Also inferred from Eq. 3.25, is 

that the polarizability tensor will only be symmetric in a and j3, if Uo and may be 

interchanged without altering the result. This will be the case when UQ and Ug are both 

large relative to a;, and when their differences from and Wgj are also large. 

Some of the possible two-phonon Raman scattering processes are shown in Figs. 

3.1 (b-d). In Fig. 3.1 (b) the phonons are scattered by two successive single-phonon Raman 

events as found in Fig. 3.1 (a). In this transition, both phonons generated are Raman-active 

and their resultant spectrum will consist of lines at the frequencies of pairs of one-phonon 

active phonons. The processes illustrated in Figs. 3.1 (c) & (d), give rise to phonons with 

equal and opposite values of the wavevector, q. 
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3.6 Symmetry Properties 

3.6.1 Group Theory 

In Sections 3.2 and 3.4, Raman scattering was described and translational sym- 

metry was used to develop the momentum conservation equations, Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23. The 

point group symmetry of crystals, however, places further restrictions on the phonons of the 

scattering process. While the application of group theory to solid state physics has been 

extensively described elsewhere [65, 66, 67], its usefulness warrants a brief review. 

Suppose the symmetry of a crystal is denoted by the group G, composed of both 

translational and rotational symmetry operations S. It is the object then to describe the 

effect of symmetry on a particular property of the crystal, represented by the functions tpi. 

The number of these functions, i, which are independent of one another wiU depend on 

the particular crystal property of interest. The effect of the symmetry element, S, on the 

functions ipi, is to transform them into one another as defined by 

= (3.26) 
i 

The matrices Sij form, what is referred to as, a representation of the group G, and the 

functions , are designated as the basis vectors of that representation. It is possible to find 

linear combinations of these basis functions, such that the matrices Sij are reduced to block 

diagonal form. These linear combinations then transform under the symmetry operators 

into a new limited set of functions. The simplified or reduced representation is then referred 

to as the irreducible representation. Since, the irreducible representation transforms under 

the symmetry operators in a unique manner it necessarily contains information about the 

symmetry of the property. The classification of a property into the irreducible representation 

determines the minimum number of different possible components necessary to properly 

describe the property and the way it transforms under the symmetry operators. 

The symmetry characteristics of a particular property are calculated by first choos- 

ing a representation and then reducing that representation to see how many times each 

irreducible representation occurs in the description of the physical quantity. The reduction 

of the representation to its irreducible components is easily accomplished using what is 

referred to as the character of the representation. The character x(*5') of the representation 

of symmetry element S is the sum of the diagonal elements of the transformation matrix. 
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'tj- 

x(S) = Y.S,i 
i 

For each symmetry element, group theory then states 

(3.27) 

xiS) = J^Cxx\S) (3.28) 
A 

where C\ is the number of times the A irreducible representation is present in the original 

representation and x^(*5') is the character of symmetry element, 5, in the irreducible repre- 

sentation. Hence, for each 5, Eq. 3.28 generates a set of simultaneous equations for the Cx 

and as such, enables the representation to be reduced. It is possible to separate the large 

number of translational elements associated with the crystal from the rotational components 

by use of the Bloch waves and a description of a crystal property in terms of a wavevector, 

q, restricted to one Brillouin zone. Once this is accomplished, the rotational part of the 

symmetry may be further divided into two parts; one which changes q into a new vector q', 

and the other which transforms q in itself (or changes only its sign)^. The latter operations 

form a group which is called the group of the wavevector q or q-group [54, 68] and produces 

additional symmetry requirements. transforms under the operations of the group of q 

by an irreducible representation of this group which is called the small representation of the 

space group. In symmorphic space groups (those lacking glide planes ^ and screw axes ^) 

the little group is one of the crystal point groups whose irreducible representations are well 

known. 

When this formalism is applied to the determination of selection rules is usefulness 

becomes clearly apparent. For example, consider the product of two functions If both 

of these functions are reduced to their irreducible representations, then the product may be 

expressed as a sum of the products of their irreducible representations. This new represen- 

tation will have characters which are the product of the individual characters of 4>j and tj)i, 

and may also be reduced to the irreducible representations. This product representation is 

very useful in calculating matrix elements of the form: 

^The transformation q —* —q does not change the geometry of the system; for scattering problems it is 
equivalent to a reversal of the optical path of the incident and scattered light. 

^The glide plane is defined as the composite operation of a reflection in a plane followed by a displacement, 
VT, parallel to the plane; where Vr is half the lattice vector. 

^The screw axis is a rotation around an n-fold axis followed by a displacement, Vr, 2dong the axis. 
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(0,0,0) 
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OXTGEN 

Figure 3.2: The crystal structure of strontium titanate. 

Mij = |o| (3.29) 

Then, Mij will only yield a non-zero result if the product representation of rpirpj contains 

at least one irreducible representation which is present in the reduction of the operator, o. 

3.6.2 The Raman Tensor 

The Raman scattering process is specified by the tensor as given in Eqs. 3.7 

and 3.8. Within the adiabatic approximation (i.e. \uo — Wel > w), presented on p. 35, it is 

symmetric for the interchange of a and /3, 7 and 6, and Q/3 and yd. If the wavevector, q, is 

neglected initially then the Raman tensor has the full point group symmetry of the crystal 

and is a fourth rank tensor 

To illustrate the usefulness of the techniques outlined in the previous section, they 

will be applied to the strontium titanate crystal as considered by Cowley in Ref. [69]. The 

structure of strontium titanate is cubic perovskite and the point group symmetry is classified 

as m3m, according to the notation of the international system^. Tables, like those found in 

Ref. [67] facilitate converting between this system and the other commonly used formalism, 

the Schonflies system. The ions of strontium titanate are situated on five interpenetrating 

®The rank of a tensor is defined as the order of the highest order square tensor with a nonvanishing 
determinant contained in the tensor. 

®It should be noted that the international system, does not use the improper rotation symmetry element 
found in the Schonflies system. Instead, the system uses another symmetry element, the rotary-inversion 
element, which is a rotation followed by an inversion, X (or ft), where X (or ft) is the main rotation axis. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram showing the way in which it is possible to measure the three 

components of the Raman tensor in cubic crystals. The incident and scattered light are 

polarized either (a) perpendicular to or (b)/(c) parallel to the scattering plane. 

simple cubic lattices as shown and labelled in Fig. 3.2. The symmetry of the Raman tensor 

for permutation of the indices permits a maximum of 21 independent coefficients of the 

form; Ixxxxi Ixyxyi These 21 coefficients form the basis of a representation of the above 

point group which may be reduced to give the representations 

3Ti + 3TI2 + r'25 + 3r;5 (3.30) 

using the notation of Koster [68]. Since the Raman scattering is invariant under the sym- 

metry operations of the crystal, the measurable quantities will transform like the identity 

representation, Ti- From this result, it is clear that there exist three independent Raman 

scattering tensors in the cubic crystals, namely Ixxxxi Ixxyy and Ixyxy A complete measure- 

ment of the Raman scattering is thus a measurement of each of these independent tensors 

as a function of frequency. Three different experimental geometries, like those illustrated 

in Fig. 3.3, would be required to measure each of these components. 

3,6.3 Normal Modes of Vibration 

The application of group theory to the classification of the normal modes of vibra- 

tion of crystals is a very useful technique. Examples of the methods employed can be found 

in Refs. [70] and [71]. In such cases, the Fourier transform of the atomic displacements in the 

crystal, given previously in Eq. 3.12, is chosen to give a representation of the space group. 
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This representation is then reduced using the small group symmetry of the wavevector, q, 

to give the transformation properties of the normal modes for each wavevector. 

To gain insight into the use of this approach, the technique will be applied to the 

normal modes of the perovskite lattice (after Cowley [69]), introduced earlier. As evident 

from Fig. 3.2, there are five atoms in each unit cell of the crystal structure and hence, 

there are 15 possible components of the displacement vector U(A; | q). Using the techniques 

outlined in Refs. [70] and [71], the characters of the different symmetry operators may be 

obtained. 

When q = 0 and hence C = (0,0,0), the symmetry is m3m and the irreducible 

representations are: 

4TI5 + T25 (3.31) 

The result is, however, incorrect because the effect of the macroscopic electric 

field^ has been neglected. The electric field splits the degeneracy for some of the normal 

modes because the boundary conditions for the longitudinal and transverse modes differ 

(see Ref. [57]). The degeneracies will be lifted for those normal modes which transform like 

an ordinary vector. Since an ordinary vector transforms like Tis, the degeneracies associ- 

ated with three of the four irreducible representations Fjs are split. The fourth irreducible 

representation corresponds to a uniform translation of the whole crystal. There are, there- 

fore, three acoustic modes, w = 0, a triply degenerate set of normal modes, F25, and three 

longitudinal and doubly degenerate transverse optical modes. 

When q is along the [001] direction, represented by ( = (0,0, C), the small group 

is 4mm and the irreducible representations are 

4Ai -f A2 -f 5As (3.32) 

The normal modes Ai and A2 are longitudinally polarized modes, while those represented 

by As are doubly degenerate transverse optical modes. 

At the [001] zone boundary the little group is 4/mmm and the irreducible repre- 

sentations are 

2Mi -1- 2M^ + M3 + 3Ms -I- 2M^ (3.33) 

^It is important to realize that the effective electric field acting upon an ion is different from the macro- 
scopic field. The latter is not simply the total field, which includes the field of the ion under consideration; 
it is the total field averaged over the space occupied by a lattice cell. The effective field, on the other hand, 
is the total field taken at the centre of the ion, with the contribution of the ion itself excluded. 
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The representations Ms and Mg correspond to doubly degenerate transverse modes, while 

the other modes are longitudinally polarized. 

For C = (0,0, C)i the little group is mm except at the zone boundary where it is 

4/mmm. The irreducible representations are 

-b S2 "H 5S3 F 4S4 (3.34) 

and 

M\ + M-i F M2 F M3 F 2M3 F M4 F M$ F 3M^g (3.35) 

respectively. There are no degeneracies at general points, but at the zone boundary there 

are four doubly degenerate normal modes. 

Finally, for C = (Ci C? 0) the little group at a general point is 3m and its irreducible 

representations are 

4Aj F A2 F 5A3 (3.36) 

At the zone boundary the little group symmetry is increased to m3m and the irreducible 

representations are given by 

^2 F T'I2 F F25 F r25 F 2F1S 

In the [111] direction there are five longitudinal modes, Aj and A2, and five doubly degen- 

erate transverse modes, A3. At the zone boundary there are four triply degenerate normal 

modes, one doubly degenerate pair, Fj2 and a single normal mode, F^. 

3.6.4 One-Phonon Raman Scattering 

In Section 3.4 the polarizability was expanded in powers of the phonon coordi- 

nates enabling the Raman scattering by one-phonon processes to be calculated. Symmetry 

arguments may be used, however, to restrict the different terms in the summation over the 

phonon branches. If processes in which the magnitude of the wavevector transfer, Q, are 

neglected (i.e. processes involving Brillouin scattering® and piezoelectric crystals®), then 

deducing the restrictions using group theory is a relatively straightforward process. Within 

®Brillioun scattering is scattering by acoustic modes for which the frequencies of the created phonons 
clearly depend on the wavevector transfer. 

®ln piezoelectric crystals, infrared active modes couple with the photons in the crystal to give a Raman 
spectrum which is also strongly dependent upon the momentum transfer. 
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the adiabatic approximation, the polarizability is a second rank tensor which has six in- 

dependent components. These components form a representation which may be reduced 

to give the irreducible representations of the point group. For the point group m3m the 

representations are: 

ri + ri2 + r25 (3.37) 

These different irreducible representations correspond to a different form of polar- 

izability, e.g. Ti and Ti2 are of the form Pap = CiSap, while for T^s, Pap = ^”2(1 — ^ap)- 

The forms of these matrices for the different representations of all the crystal point groups 

are given in Ref. [51]. 

It follows from the methods of group theory, presented in Section 3.6.1, that a single 

phonon will contribute to the polarizability if and only if it belongs to one of the irreducible 

representations present in the reduction of the polarizability. Hence, a comparison of Eqs. 

3.31 and 3.37 immediately shows that there are no first-order Raman-active phonons in the 

perovskite structure. The ease with which this result is obtained exemplifies the usefulness 

of the group theory method in evaluating Raman processes in crystals. 

3.6.5 Two-Phonon Raman Scattering 

The selection rules for the two-phonon Raman processes may be obtained using 

very similar techniques to those described for the one-phonon process. The transformation 

properties of the product A{^)A{—^') may be calculated by reducing the product of the 

irreducible representation of mode (^) with that of mode (qj') within the little group of 

the wavevector, q. The polarizability is then also expressed in terms of these irreducible 

representations and hence the selection rules are obtained. The selection rules for the two- 

phonon Raman process in the perovskite structure, considered earlier, have been determined 

by Cowley [50]. The Raman spectra of many other molecular [72], ionic, covalent and 

metallic crystals [73] have also been considered in detail. 

3.6.6 Identification of Phonons 

In the preceding sections, Raman scattering by one-phonon processes has been dis- 

cussed and its symmetry properties evaluated. In this section, these results will be expanded 

upon and the use of selection rules to identify different phonon types wiU be considered. 

Most Raman experiments are carried out by scattering through 90°. An example of such 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of a typical scattering configuration with the z ajcis of the 

crystal perpendicular to the scattering plane. 

an arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. As evident from this diagram, the crystal z-axis is 

perpendicular to the plane of the scattering and the x-axis is at an angle ip to the incident 

light. Previously, in Section 3.6.2, the symmetry of the Raman tensor was discussed and 

it was shown that in cubic crystals there are three components to this tensor, Ixxxxi Ixyxyi 

and Ixxyy When both the incident and scattered light are polarized in the scattering plane 

the intensity is given by 

2 (^^xxxx -fxxyy) Sin 2"0 4” ^xyxy COS 2'^ (3.38) 

If the incident light is polarized in the scattering plane and the scattered light perpendicu- 

larly, the intensity is Ixyxy If tbe incident light is polarized perpendicularly to the scattering 

plane, the intensity is Ixyxy in tbe scattering plane and Ixxxx perpendicular to it. 

A commonly used method of denoting the crystal and polarization directions in 

Raman experiments is referred to as Porto notation. In this notation, the scattering geom- 

etry is usually expressed as A{BC)D\ where A is the direction of incident radiation ko, B 

is the direction of incident polarization E^, C is the direction of observed polarization Ec, 

and D is the direction of observation kj. The letters in parentheses give the components of 

the polarizability tensor that are measured by the observation. 

An important quantity in many Raman scattering experiments is the depolar- 

ization ratio p. This quantity is defined as the ratio of the scattered intensity, polarized 

perpendicular to the plane of the scattering, to that of the intensity polarized in that plane. 
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In the example of Fig. 3.4, for unpolarized light, the ratio is given by 

P = 
+ l xyxy 

i^J-xxxx 4” ^xxyy') ^1^ ^xyxy^^ d” COS^ 

(3.39) 

It is clear that the depolarization ratio depends on the crystal orientation. 

Using the expressions for the intensity of the Raman scattering as a function 

of various crystal orientations and polarizations of the light, it is possible to distinguish 

between the modes on the basis of polarization measurements. The one-phonon Raman 

scattering enables the frequencies and the symmetry assignments of the long wavelength 

phonon modes to be obtained. This information may then be compared with that obtained 

from other experimental techniques and used to deduce models for the interatomic forces 

in crystals. 

3.7 Scattering by Defects and Electronic Excitations 

While outside the scope of this brief review, scattering by defects and electronic 

and magnetic excitations can also play a large role in the Raman spectra of crystals. In 

the case of defects, the presence of an impurity destroys the translational periodicity of the 

lattice and hence the k = 0 selection rule. This makes it possible to induce a first order 

Raman spectrum in crystals which do not normally possess one. Also, in many such cases 

the first order line spectrum is replaced by a continuous spectrum reflecting the singularities 

in the frequency spectra and the resonant local modes [74]. Reviews of Raman scattering 

by defects and a variety of electronic and magnetic excitations are given in Refs. [75, 76] 

and [77]. 

3.8 Application to Material Characterization 

Using the methods described in this chapter, various properties of semiconductor 

samples can be characterized. Many specific Raman techniques, summarized in Refs. [78] 

and [79] have been used to conduct tailored investigations of semiconductor interfaces and 

heterojunctions. Raman spectroscopy is particularly well suited to investigations pertaining 

to the composition and crystal structure of alloy compounds. As well, Raman techniques are 

commonly applied to measure stress and strain in thin semiconductor films. A number of 

characteristic examples of such measurements are briefly reviewed in the following sections. 
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3.8.1 Alloy composition 

As noted above, the Raman spectra of alloy semiconductor films can yield much 

information on the composition of these materials. In a study of Ini_j,Alj,As grown on 

InP, Emura et al. [80] showed that the Raman spectra displayed a two-mode behavior 

involving both AlAs- and InAs-like modes. They concluded that the ratio of intensities of 

the peaks of these modes was proportional to the corresponding ratio of their compositions. 

As well, the frequency of the AlAs-like mode was found to increase linearly with increasing 

Al composition, while the frequency of the InAs-like mode was found to be independent of 

In composition. 

A similar study of In^Gai-ijAs, lattice-matched to InP, by Estrera et al. [81] also 

established the existence of two-mode behavior in this ternary alloy. A linear relationship 

between the Raman frequencies and film composition, as determined from x-ray diffraction 

studies, was found for near-latticed-matched conditions (0.42 < 1 — a: < 0.52). In addition, 

another phonon mode was identified and attributed to compositional alloy disorder in the 

films under investigation. 

3.8.2 Stress and strain in thin films 

In addition to measuring the composition of alloy heterostructures, Raman spec- 

troscopy can also be used to quantitatively study the strains present in heteroepitaxial films 

[82]. In an investigation of Ina:Gai_i;As films grown on GaAs, Burns et al. [83] measured 

the phonon frequencies (Raman technique) and the strains (x-ray rocking curve technique) 

of films ranging from perfect epitaxial to those that were relaxed by different amounts. 

They then calculated the strain-induced frequency shifts of the samples using the phonon 

deformation constants and the measured strains. From their measurements and calculations 

they were able to show that the frequency shifts due to the strain and the equivalent bulk 

frequencies for the phonon gave internal agreement. 

These techniques have been further applied to more complicated structures. Re- 

cently, Gilperez et al. [43] used the Raman method to analysis the strain in a series of 

MBE-grown InGaAs/AlGaAs pseudomorphic heterostructures. In this work, Raman scat- 

tering experiments performed on both strained heterostructures and bulk-relaxed reference 

layers, allowed a direct measurement of the strain from the observed shift in the GaAs-like 

LO phonon frequency. 
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3.8.3 Crystalline structure 

As noted above, it is possible to draw important conclusions regarding the crys- 

talline quality of materials using the Raman technique [84, 85]. For example, Welch et al. 

[86], in a study of Alo.48lno.52As films grown by MBE, used the ratio of the allowed LO 

phonons (of both the AlAs- and InAs-like type) to their respective forbidden TO phonon 

counterparts, as an indication of crystalline quality. Previous studies [87] had found inten- 

sity ratios of 1:1, but Welch et al. found ratios of high as 10:1 and interpreted this result 

as an indication of high quality crystalline materials. Also in this study, the line width of 

the Raman peaks were investigated as a function of substrate growth temperature. In cases 

where the line width increased, the broadening was deemed to be caused by a reduction in 

the correlation length within the crystal (after Parayanthal et al. [88]). It was concluded 

that as more crystalline defects occurred, the correlation length within the crystal was de- 

creased, thereby increasing the uncertainty in the wavevector of the phonon. This in turn, 

relaxed the k = 0 selection rule and hence gave rise to transitions further out along the 

phonon dispersion curve. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Procedure 

4.1 Photoluminescence Instrumentation 

As briefly outlined in Chapter 1, the primary materials of interest in this study 

are Cdj_a;Mnj;Te (0 < x < 0.69) and Ini-^j.^Ga^jAl^As (x + t/ ~ 0.47). The corresponding 

energy gaps Eg at low temperatures for these alloys are 1.6 — 2.7 eV and 0.81 — 1.51 eV, 

respectively. Hence, in order to study these materials in and below their fundamental gap 

regions, it was necessary to investigate the spectral energy range from 0.5 — 2.7 eV, In terms 

of the units often employed in spectroscopy^, the wavelength range is 2.5 fim - 460 nm and 

the wavenumber range is 4,000 — 22,000 cm“^. To perform the PL measurements over such 

a wide spectroscopic range it was necessary to utilize two different optical instruments, 

namely a fast-scan Fourier transform infrared spectrometer and a dispersive grating-based 

triple spectrometer. 

The basic experimental apparatus employed in the PL investigations undertaken 

in this work is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The photoluminescence signal was excited with either 

a Spectra-Physics HeNe laser or an Innova 70-4 argon ion (Ar+) laser manufactured by 

Coherent. The HeNe laser emits a 20 mW unpolarized beam at 632.8 nm, while the Ar"'" ion 

laser is capable of putting out up to four watts of cw power in multi-line operation. A prism 

on the back end of the Ar'*’ laser cavity can be added so that single lines may be selected. 

The 70-4 lases on eight lines between 457.9 nm and 514.5 nm with a maximum single-line 

output of 1.7 watts available at the latter wavelength. The use of lasers as excitation sources 

^Note that hi/ (eV) = 1.239852/A»acuum(#ini) = 1.239852 x 10“^i'waciium(cni~') and that Avacuum/Aoir = 
1.00028. 
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Figure 4.1; Typical experimental setup for optical characterization investigations. 

not only permits localized spatial resolution at the sample but also allows a determination 

of the sample penetration depth. 

As shown in Fig. 4.1 the laser light must be passed through filter Fi to suppress 

unwanted laser plasma lines before it can be focussed onto the sample. These filters are 

available in both interference and dispersive-based forms. The interference type of filter is 

the more commonly used of the two and typically has losses of about 50%. The dispersive 

based filters, while offering losses as low as 10% in some cases, do suffer from the fact 

that their ability to separate spectral components is directly dependent upon the physical 

distance between the dispersing element and the occluding aperture. Once the beam has 

passed through the filter it is focussed by lens Li to a spot on the sample, typically 0.2 mm 

in diameter. 

Samples were cemented to the cold finger of a CTI closed cycle helium refriger- 

ator using rubber cement. Only one corner of the sample was attached to the finger to 

prevent strain after cooling. The cold finger is equipped with both resistive heating wire 

and GaAs diode thermometry allowing precise temperature control from 11 - 300 K. The 

PL measurements were normally carried out in the 90° scattering geometry. Lens, L2, (in 

Fig. 4.1) is chosen so that it collects the optimum solid angle of radiation emitted from the 

sample. This lens in normally coated with an anti-reflecting film having minimum reflectiv- 

ity centered near the spectral region of interest. Once collected, the light from the sample 

is either directed as a collimated beam into the external port of the FTIR or focussed onto 

the entrance slit of the triple spectrometer. In the following sections we will briefly examine 
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Figure 4.2: Light path inside the MB series Michelson interferometer, 

the design, operation and limitations of each of these two systems. 

4.1.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer 

Figure 4.2 (from Ref. [89]) shows the light path inside the Bomem Inc. MB-155 

Series Michelson Interferometer. The incoming collimated beam from the external source 

port strikes the lower portion of the beamsplitter at a 45° angle. The transmitted and 

reflected beams hit the lower portion of the hollow cube corner retroreflectors and the return 

beams are shifted upward because of the reflections inside the cube corners. The beam then 

recombines in the upper portion of the beamsplitter. Two beams exit the interferometer, 

one at 90° to the incoming source radiation (output beam A) and one back to the source 

but displaced vertically (output beam B). 

The common configuration of a Michelson interferometer, shown in Fig. 4.3 (from 

Ref. [89]), uses a compensator plate to equalize the amount of beamsplitter material that 

each beam passes through. In this design, each beam undergoes four passes through the 

compensator and beamsplitter substrate material. At each interface, reflection losses occur 

which lower the overall efficiency of the interferometer system. The design of the MB-155 

used in this study is shown in Fig. 4.4 (from Ref. [89]). Here the IR beam in each arm 

undergoes the same number of passes through the beamsplitter substrate material. This 

design eliminates the need for a compensator plate and minimizes the reflection losses in 

the system, thus increasing the overall efficiency of the interferometer. 

Digitization of the interferogram produced during the operation of the MB-155 
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Figure 4.3: Common beamsplitter/compensator plate arrangement. 

requires precise monitoring of the optical path in the interferometer. This is accomplished 

by an internal HeNe laser emitting at 15,803 cm“^. Figure 4.5 (from Ref. [89]) shows the 

travel of the HeNe laser light inside the interferometer. This monochromatic laser radiation 

gives a sinusoidal interferogram which is detected and digitized to yield an optical path 

difference feedback. Conversion of the infrared signal from analog to digital is triggered at 

the zero crossings of the laser fringe signal. However, a single laser is not enough. First of 

all, the direction in which the scan arm is moving needs to be detected in order to correctly 

monitor and control the optical speed of the interferometer. Secondly, the laser signal itself 

does not give a reference point from which the location of the zero path difference can be 

determined. 

To solve the first problem, quadrature laser signals are used to find the scanning 

direction. Figure 4.5 schematically shows what happens to the incoming laser beam. The 

incident beam is randomly polarized and can then be seen as two different but colinear 

beams, one horizontally polarized and one vertically polarized. The beams are separated 

and recombined in the interferometer much like the infrared beam, but in one of the arms, 

the beams are transmitted through a special birefringent optical material. The index of 

refraction of this material has the useful characteristic of giving a different optical retarda- 

tion for the horizontally and vertically polarized beams. This means that an optical path 

difference is introduced between the two polarizations. At the output of the interferometer, 

these two polarizations are separated from one another and directed to different detectors. 

If one monitors the laser intensity at these two detectors, they will find that there is a shift 
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Figure 4.4: MB series self-compensating beamsplitter arrangement. 

Figure 4.5: HeNe laser light path within the MB series interferometer module. 

between the two observed sinusoidal waveforms. The digital electronics recognizes the rela- 

tive phase relationship and can determine direction from these two signals. This technique 

is extremely accurate, allowing milhons of scans to be executed without a single fringe count 

error. 

The second problem necessitates the use of a temporary white light system in 

order to find the zero path difference location. This is done with a temporary white light 

system. Each time the spectrometer is turned on, or when excessive vibrational forces 

cause the unit to reset itself, a small visible source is lit whose radiation goes through 

the interferometer using the portion of the beamsplitter that the laser uses. The detected 
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white light interferogram is a sharp spike because of the high optical frequency content and 

broadband emission of the visible source. This signal is detected and used to determine the 

position of the zero path difference. Once the system has identified this location, the white 

light source is turned off until the system is reset again. 

The principal advantage of Fourier transform (FT) spectroscopy is a consequence 

of the fact that the interferogram contains information about all spectral elements (Fellgett 

or multiplex advantage). To briefly expand upon this, we designate the number of spectral 

elements by N. Each particular spectral element is therefore studied for the total time T 

which is required to record the interferogram. In a grating spectrometer, in contrast, one 

studies the spectral element only during the time interval T/N, thereafter switching to the 

next spectral element. Since the accuracy of spectroscopy in the IR is limited, to a large 

extent, by the noise from the detection system, a gain in the signal-to-noise ratio is realized 

using Fourier transform spectroscopy compared to conventional grating spectroscopy. For 

equal times of observation this amounts to '/N. Consequently, for equal signal-to-noise 

ratios in both spectroscopic techniques, the measuring time is considerably shorter in FT 

spectroscopy. 

While the multiplex advantage of FT-IR spectrometers may enable them to gather 

a full high quality infrared spectrum in a few seconds, the necessary transformation of raw 

interferograms to usable spectra is very computer intensive. This Fourier transform step 

often greatly offsets the FT-IR speed advantage when performed on low cost microcomputer- 

based systems. In order to reduce this calculation time to nearly zero, relative to the 

computation time on an IBM/AT type computer, the MB-155 was used in conjunction with 

a DSPlOO digital signal processor. The DSPlOO is an IBM/AT compatible electronic board 

based on a 10 MIPS (million instructions per second) Digital Signal Processor circuit from 

Motorola. The board has 64 Kilobytes of on-board fast static RAM and when interfaced 

with the MB-155 is capable of transforming a 32,768 points interferogram to a 1 cm~^ 

resolution raw spectrum in 391 ms [90]. This directly provides the host microcomputer 

with a usable spectrum allowing it to perform other tasks while data is being collected. 

The MB-155 can be used in conjunction with several interchangeable detectors 

allowing highly sensitive measurements to be carried out over the entire spectral range 

of the beamsplitter (14,000 - 400 cm“^). For optimum speed and sensitivity in the energy 

region of interest in this work, either InSb or Si detectors were normally employed. The InSb 

detector is a high quality, LN2 cooled, single crystal p-n junction. It yields a high speed. 
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low noise signal with excellent uniformity, linearity and stability and provides excellence 

performance {D* ~ 1 x 10^^ cm-Hz^/^W“^) in the 12,000 to 1,800 cm“^ region. The Si 

detector, while only useful from 14,000 to 9,000 cm~^, operates at room temperature and is 

about two orders of magnitude more sensitive than the InSb detector over this range. The 

resolution of the MB-155 instrument is variable from 2 to 128 cm“^ using these detectors 

and has an ultimate resolution of 1 cm~^ when used in conjunction with a DTGS detector 

over a limited range (7,901-400 cm“^). Although the MB-155 was an invaluable instrument 

used in a large fraction of the PL investigations undertaken in this work a number of specific 

studies did require the use of the dispersive spectrometer described below. Reasons for this 

change in instrument include: 

1. Some of the samples studied required investigation of spectral regions beyond the 

14,000 cm“^ high energy limit imposed by the FTIR beamsplitter. 

2. Photon-counting sensitivity for long spectral scans was required when studying PL 

signals from the Eo + Ao gap region of several of the materials characterized. 

3. Some of the investigations undertaken required higher resolution than the 2 cm“^ 

offered by the FTIR spectrometer above 7901 cm“^. 

4.1.2 Dispersive Grating-Based Triple Spectrometer 

The triple monochromator system used in this work consists of a DHR-320S 

medium resolution, subtractive double monochromator (manufactured by Jobin Yvon) used 

as a pre-filter for a dispersive single monochromator. The filter stage is a 320 mm focal 

length, subtractive double monochromator with an aperture of //4.4 and an entrance slit 

typically set between 50 and 100 fim. It contains two 600 groove/mm ruled, (68 mm x 68 

mm) gratings, blazed for 500 nm attached to a single shaft. This results in a maximum 

resolution of 0.8 nm and a reciprocal linear dispersion of 4.8nm/mm, with a stray light 

rejection ratio of 5 X 10“^ measured 8 nm from the 632.8 nm HeNe laser line. 

A typical double monochromator dispersing system is shown in Fig. 4.6 (from 

Ref. [91]). Cl to C4 are concave mirrors for collimating and focussing the radiation, C5 and 

Ce are plane mirrors, Gi and G2 are plane diffraction gratings and Si, S2 and S3 are the 

entrance, intermediate and exit slits, respectively. A double monochromator is two single 

monochromators coupled is series so that their dispersions are either additive or subtractive. 
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Figure 4.6: Light path in a typical double monochromator grating dispersing system. 

In the DHR-320S the first grating disperses the input radiation and the second, 

which is coupled to the first grating in a subtractive dispersion mode (one grating has an 

angular offset), collapses the dispersed radiation so that the net result is zero dispersion at 

the entrance slit to the single monochromator. The band pass (intermediate) slit within the 

filter stage blocks unwanted radiation and passes a band of wavelengths. The band pass 

of the filter stage is dependent upon the dispersion of the two gratings as well as the slit 

width, which is adjustable from 0 — 200 /xm. The exit slit of this filter stage also acts as an 

entrance slit for the final dispersive stage and is usually set to a width of between 10 and 

100 ^m, depending on the application. 

The HR-640 single monochromator used in this work was also manufactured by 

Jobin Yvon (Instruments S.A.). The light path inside the HR-640 is shown in Fig. 4.7 

(from Ref. [92]). The light beam enters through entrance slit Si or S3. The beam is then 

reflected by the collimator mirror M2 which renders it parallel and directs it to grating G. 

The grating diffracts the light and sends a collimated spectrum to M3 which focuses the 

image of the entrance slit at S2 or as a spectrum at S4. Wavelength scanning at the exit 

slit plane is accomplished by rotation of the grating. 

The ability of a monochromator to differentiate between light of the narrow band 

selected A±^A, and light of other wavelengths is referred to as its spectral purity. It depends 

essentially upon factors like the resolving power, dispersion and slit width. Through defects 

in the dispersing system, mainly scattering at optical surfaces (particularly the grating), a 

small fraction of light of wavelength AQ wiU appear in the output focal plane at positions 
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corresponding to other wavelengths in the neighborhood of A,,. In the HR640 about 10~® 

or 0.001% of the radiation at A<, = 632.8 nm will masquerade as light at 632.8 ± 1 nm. 

The HR-640 is a 640 mm focal length single monochromator with an aperture 

of //5.5. It contains a (110 mm x 110 mm) mount which can be fitted with a variety 

of gratings. When used in conjunction with an 1800 groove/mm holographic grating, the 

instrument has an ultimate resolution of 0.01 nm and a reciprocal linear dispersion of 0.8 

nm/mm. If the output slit is set to 20 fj,m the resolution is given by 

0.8nm/mm x 0.02mm = 0.016nm 

or 0 .6 cm“^ in the region of 514.5 nm. It should be noted that unlike the FTIR instrument 

described in the previous section, the triple spectrometer system is not internally calibrated. 

Calibration of this instrument is normally accomplished by comparing the emission spec- 

trum of a known source obtained with the instrument, to that of a pre-calibrated standard. 

A low pressure Ne lamp was used for this purpose as it has a rich emission spectrum of very 

narrow lines (<1 cm"’^) ranging from approximately 400 to 1,000 nm. 

Inclusion of the optional output mirror M4 in the HR-640 light path (Fig. 4.7) 

determines whether the instrument is used as a scanning monochromator or as a spectro- 

graph. If the mirror is removed from the light path then the image of the entrance slit is 

focussed at exit slit S2 and the instrument is in the monochromator mode. If it is placed 

within the light path the image of the entrance slit is focussed as a spectrum at exit slit 

S4 and the HR-640 is setup in the spectrograph mode. As wiU be seen below, the type of 
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Figure 4.8: Typical configuration of a photomultiplier tube (PMT). 

detectors used in combination with these two configurations are quite different. 

When the instrument is configured as a monochromator it is used in conjunction 

with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT, as shown in Fig. 4.8 (from Ref. [93]), 

consists of a photoemissive surface called a photocathode, secondary emission electrodes 

called dynodes, and an anode with a potential difference set up between the various elec- 

trodes. The photocathode emits electrons with a given quantum efficiency in response to 

incident photons striking its surface. Being attracted by the potential difference between 

the photocathode and the first dynode, the emitted electrons are drawn to the first dynode 

and cause the secondary emission of electrons when they strike its surface. This process 

is repeated throughout the series of dynodes until finally a large charge is available at the 

anode as the output signal. 

Such PMT’s, because of their high intrinsic S/N ratio, fast response, and high gain, 

are very useful for the measurement of extremely low light levels. The photomultiplier tube 

used in this work was an R943-02 photon-counting PMT manufactured by Hamamatsu. 

This detector is of the head-on type and consists of an opaque GaAs:Cr photocathode in 

combination with ten dynode stages. It was normally run at an anode-to-cathode voltage 

of -2,000 volts as supplied by a Keithley high voltage supply. The PMT is responsive from 

160 — 930 nm, but is most sensitive throughout the 300 — 700 nm region. It has a D* value 

approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that of the Si detector used with the 

MB-155. The quantum efficiency, or percentage of photons that enter the detector and 

are actually sensed by the PMT, is very high, i.e. 50%. This means that one pulse is 
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created for every two photons striking the cathode. To reduce dark current noise the PMT 

is used in conjunction with a water-cooled thermoelectric cooler and normally operated at 

-25 C°. The output from the photomultiplier tube was fed to an Ortec model 9301 fast 

preamplifier which amplified the signal. An Ortec model 9302 amplifier discriminator was 

used to discriminate against low level pulses originating from thermally emitted electrons. 

A counter/timer operated under computer control was then used to count the pulses over 

a specified time interval. 

This combination of instrument (monochromator and photon-counting PMT) is 

normally used in the scanning mode and offers very high sensitivity in the detection of low 

light level phenomena. When in operation, precautions must be taken to prevent exposure of 

the PMT to high light levels (i.e. normal room light) which would rapidly destroy the tube. 

The major disadvantage associated with the scanning monochromator is the long collection 

times that are required when covering broad energy ranges. As well, small movements in 

the collection apparatus and or laser beam during such scans can drastically change the 

intensity of signal detected. 

When the optional output mirror M4 (in Fig. 4.7) is in place and the HR-640 is 

configured as a spectrograph, a CCD spectroscopic multichannel analyzer (CSMA) is used 

as the detection system. The CSMA is a computer controlled, two-dimensional multichannel 

image detector capable of detecting, measuring and manipulating spectra at high acquisi- 

tion rates. It has a large dynamic range (16 bits/exposure ADC 65536:1) and displays 

both excellent thermal and temporal stability. The particular system used in this study 

(manufactured by Princeton Instruments Inc.) consists of an IBM/AT type computer, a 

detector controller, and a LN2-cooled charge coupled device (CCD) array detector. The 

ST-130 detector controller provides power, thermostating, and timing signals to the detec- 

tor head, coordinates data gathering with the experiment, sets the exposure time, digitizes 

and averages data, and transmits it to the computer. To understand how data is collected 

by the CSMA it is useful to briefly consider how the CCD array operates. 

A charge coupled device can be thought of as a two dimensional grid of individual 

photodiodes (pixels), each containing its own charge storage ’’well”. Each pixel senses the 

intensity of light falling upon its collection area, and stores a corresponding amount of 

charge in its associated ’’well”. Reading out the data stored in the CCD in spectroscopic 

mode corresponds to sequentially shifting the charge from one column of ’’wells” to the 

next, column by column. With each shift, one column of charge is moved to the shift 
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register, a special column of ’’wells”. Once the charge from a column of pixels reaches the 

shift register, the shift register ’’wells” are emptied out one at a time into the measurement 

circuitry which determines and records the amount of charge found in each. In this manner 

it is possible to form an electronic map of the optical image on the array. 

The CCD array detector used in this system is an area array consisting of 576 X 384 

pixels, each with an area of 22 //m x 22 jj,m. The array has exceptionally low readout noise 

(12 — 16 electrons rms) and very few dark counts (~typically 3 — 6 electrons/pixel/hour). 

It has an extremely linear response (better than 1%) over its entire range of operation 

(400 — 1,060 nm). Its quantum efficiency varies from 5-28% with peak sensitivity occurring 

near 825 nm. 

The combination of spectrograph and CCD array detector is particularly well 

suited to investigations over relatively narrow energy regions (defined by the grating chosen 

and the finite width of the pixels in the array). The array is specifically designed for exposure 

during long signal integration times (i.e. minutes to hours) and this is important when 

dealing with low light level signals. Depending on the spectral region under investigation 

the CCD array is typically 2 — 10 times less sensitive than the PMT described previously. 

4.2 Raman Instrumentation 

The experimental setup employed in the Raman investigations undertaken in this 

work is essentially identical to the triple spectrometer apparatus used for some of the pho- 

toluminescence measurements as described in the previous section. There are however, a 

number of considerations worth noting. 

Most of the Raman spectra were taken using the triple spectrometer in combination 

with the CCD array detector. As mentioned above, this setup is particularly well suited 

to investigations over relatively narrow energy regions. Since most of the Raman spectral 

information for the materials studied in this work is found within 500 cm“^ of the Rayleigh 

line, it was often possible to analyze the entire region of interest in a single wavelength 

sampling. 

The stray light rejection ratio, also considered earlier, is of utmost importance 

in the study of Raman scattering. Rayleigh scattering, which always occurs with Raman 

scattering, is typically lO^^-lO^^ times more intense than Raman scattering in solids and 

can easily overwhelm the Raman signal if the rejection ratio of the instrument used is too 
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low. Recent advances in the development of holographic reject filters hold promise for future 

investigations. Filters designed for use with the common Ar+ ion laser lines have optical 

densities^, O.D. = 4 across a 350 cm~^ wide region and transmit over 80% (O.D. = 0.1) 

of the light outside this band. The high O.D. band, or ’’notch”, is tunable up to 10 nm by 

angular rotation of the filter between 0 = 0 — 15°. Hence, use of a single monochromator in 

combination with two of these filters in series yields a theoretical stray light rejection ratio 

of approximately 10“^^. 

The FTIR instrument, heavily utilized in the NIR-MIR photoluminescence studies, 

could not be put to use in the Raman investigations because: 

1. The sensitivity of the detectors available on-site for use with the FTIR instrument 

are significantly lower than that required. Typically a LN2-cooled InGaAs detector 

would be used. 

2. The MB-155 is equipped with a multimode HeNe laser for internal calibration. When 

looking for weak signals, characteristic of the Raman scattering process, internal scat- 

tering from these multimode laser lines will be comparable in intensity to the Raman 

scattered radiation, and may in fact overwhelm it. 

T(i 
The optical density of a material is defined as the common logarithm of the inverse of its transmittance 
■e. O.D. = -logio?’). 
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Chapter 5 

Results and Discussion 

5.1 (lll)CdTe/(lll)GaAs and (001)CdTe/(001)InSb 

heterostructures 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Epilayer growth of a wide variety of II-VI semiconductor compounds, is currently 

attracting considerable attention for both single and multilayer applications [94, 95, 96, 97, 

98, 99, 100, 101]. As many of the best quality, large area substrates are III-V compounds, 

considerable interest has been directed at the growth of II-VI materials on III-V substrates. 

In particular, the growth of micron thick epilayers of CdTe on GaAs has recently received 

attention [102, 103]. This attention has resulted from the fact that commercially available 

CdTe wafers do not exceed about one inch in diameter and more importantly, bulk CdTe 

is characterized by a large number of defects and dislocations that spread into epitaxial 

layers grown on such wafers. It is hoped that the arrangement of CdTe platforms on CaAs 

substrates may provide the CdTe epilayer with the large area, low defect density qualities 

of the substrate. As well as leading to the successful hybridization of II-VI materials with 

III-V CaAs, such materials would have important applications in the subsequent fabrication 

of infrared detector structures. 

Another (II-VI) epUayer/(III-V) substrate heterostructure which has also received 

considerable recent interest is the CdTe/InSb material system [104, 105, 106]. This mixed 

heterostructure has a near perfect lattice match (Aafa ~ 0.04% at room temperature) and 

a large diflFerence in band gaps between the constituent materials; CdTe (Eg = 1.44 eV) and 
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InSb {Eg = 0.18 eV). This band gap difference is accommodated by conduction and valence 

band offsets of the order of 0.3 and 0.95 eV, respectively. As a result, this material system 

offers great potential for the fabrication of quantum well lasers and detectors spanning the 

photon energy range from 0.2 - 0.5 eV (2.5 - 6.0 ^m) [107, 108], as well as for high-electron 

mobility transistors (HEMT) [109, 110). 

The CdTe films characterized in this report were grown using the pulsed laser 

evaporation and epitaxy technique (FLEE) at the National Research Council (NRC) of 

Canada in Ottawa, Ontario. There is considerable evidence that the FLEE approach offers 

sizable cost and materials handling advantages over more conventional methods of thin film 

deposition, and many high quality heterojunctions have been produced using this process 

[85, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116]. During FLEE growth, some of the ablated ions and 

neutrals are more energetic than the vapour constituents of thermal evaporation processes 

and can range in energy up to hundreds of eV [115]. This can play a significant role during 

the epitaxy process as a built-in assist mechanism for surface atom migration. 

In earlier studies [112,113], Raman investigations showed that the FLEE technique 

produces epilayers of CdTe on both GaAs and InSb which exhibit high quality crystalline 

structure. In particular, the films grown on InSb were relatively free of indium-teUuride 

complexes which frequently accompany other growth methods [117, 118]. The Raman mea- 

surements were carried out under near resonant conditions using the lines of an Ar+ ion 

laser. Most of the shorter wavelength lines lie close to the Eo+^o gap energy of the CdTe 

epilayer. Some photoluminescence (FL) from this Eo-|-Ao gap was observed accompanying 

the Raman signal from epilayers deposited on both the InSb and GaAs substrates. This 

FL was virtually absent when the Raman spectra for the CdTe target material was stud- 

ied separately. Thus, the presence of the interface appears to have been a major factor in 

producing this effect. In this study the photoluminescence technique is employed to further 

investigate this higher gap luminescence for CdTe films deposited on both (lll)GaAs and 

(OOl)InSb substrates. 

5.1.2 Experiment 

As mentioned above, the samples were grown using the FLEE technique which has 

recently been reviewed by Dubowski [115]. Crystalline CdTe was obtained from Cominco 

and is referred to as Target-A and Target-B materials. The targets contain small amounts 
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of different and initially undetermined residual impurities. The GaAs substrate, obtained 

from Sumitomo Electric Inc., was Si-doped to ~2xl0^* cm“^ to facilitate direct electrical 

connection, while the p-type InSb was obtained from Cominco. Prior to deposition, the 

(lll)GaAs substrate surface was degreased in standard solvents and etched for two minutes 

in a solution of H2SO4-H2O2-H2O (7:1:1). It was then rinsed in deionized water, blown dry 

with N2 and mounted on a Mo block using high purity In. Ion etching with 250 eV Ne'*’ 

ions completed the surface treatment and produced a high purity surface suitable for the 

epitaxial growth of CdTe. With the exception of the acid etch, the InSb substrate surface 

underwent the same treatment. The CdTe epilayer was grown at approximately 300°C on 

the GaAs surface to a thickness of 2.2 /zm. The InSb substrate was held at 190°C during 

growth and the film thickness obtained was 0.96 /zm. 

The photoluminescence signal was measured in the 2.68 to 1.40 eV range using the 

Instruments SA triple spectrometer and Hamamatsu R943-02 photon counting photomul- 

tiplier or Princeton Instruments CCD array detector as described in Section 4.1.2. Various 

lines of an Ar+ ion laser were used for sample excitation and the beam was typically focused 

to a line image of approximately 0.2 mm x 3.0 mm using crossed cylindrical lenses to reduce 

the power density at the sample. Total power to the sample was approximately 10 mW in 

scans covering the 2.68 to 1.65 eV range (which includes the CdTe Eo+Ao region) and was 

reduced by a factor of five for scans covering the epilayer and substrate Eg gap range of 

1.65 to 1.40 eV. The slit settings used produced a spectral resolution of approximately 4 

cm“^. 

Overlapping spectra from 1.65 to 0.6 eV were obtained using the Bomem MB-155 

FTIR instrument in the FT-PL geometry in combination with the liquid nitrogen cooled 

InSb detector. Approximately 3 mW of power from either Ar+ ion or HeNe laser excitation 

was used in these scans. The FTIR resolution was set at 2 cm“^. The PL measurements 

were carried out in the 90°-scattering geometry in both cases. The samples were cemented 

to the cold finger of the closed cycle helium refrigerator and cooled to 11.5 Kelvin. 

5.1.3 Results 

(111)CdTe/(111)GaAs:Si heterostructure 

Figure 5.1 shows the photoluminescence spectra from (a) the Si-doped (lll)GaAs 

substrate, (b) the CdTe Target-A ablation source material, and (c) the epitaxially grown 
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heterojunction. The GaAs substrate material exhibits broad unresolvable excitonic struc- 

ture in the Eo gap region (1.52 - 1.30 eV) as well as strong luminescence centered near 

1.2 eV. The latter appears to be due to the formation of Si clusters in the GaAs since the 

spectrum is nearly identical to that reported in Ref. [119] where an investigation of the 

annealing dependence of Si clusters in Si-doped GaAs was carried out. Further evidence 

supporting this designation is presented later in Section 5.2.3. It is important to note at 

this point that no discernible luminescence was detected above the EQ gap region of the 

GaAs. 

Figure 5.1 (b) shows the PL spectrum of Target-A. The principle features are a 

gap-edge excitonic peak at 1.593 eV, with associated phonon replicas, and an intense deep 

lying impurity or defect component at 1.473 eV. No detectable PL signal was recorded 

above the CdTe EQ gap region (1.60 - 1.35 eV). In an attempt to determine the origin of the 

structure present in the PL spectra of this material, higher resolution investigations were 

performed and the results of such are presented in Fig. 5.2. 

From examination of the inset in Fig. 5.2 it is possible to identify a number of gap- 

edge excitonic processes. The notation, line positions, and corresponding assignments for 

all the peaks found in Fig. 5.2 are summarized in Table 5.1. The high resolution (« 0.75 

cm“^) spectra of the inset shows clear free-exciton (FE) features and strong, partially 

resolved bound exciton (BE) lines. The peak denoted (x)n=i is the ground state of the FE, 

while that labelled (x)up has been previously identified by Suga et al. [120] as the upper 

branch of the polariton-free exciton interaction. The exciton emission at 1.593 eV, denoted 

by D'^ is commonly observed in CdTe and has been attributed to exciton trapping at shallow 

chemical donors by Noblanc et al. [121]. Using a binding energy of 2.3 meV (Eh = 1.5953 

eV —1.593eV) and a ratio of 0.2, after Haynes’ rule (described previously in Section 2.4.1) 

yields an ionization energy of 11.5 meV which is characteristic of shallow hydrogenic donors 

in CdTe [122]. Therefore, the 1.593 eV emission is associated with excitons trapped at 

impurity donors such as In or residual halogens and group III elements. The first two 

excited states of this BE are denoted by and D'y The shoulder on the low energy side 

of the dominant D'^ structure, labelled U+, is attributed to the recombination of excitons 

bound to the ionized state of the donor impurities or complexes responsible for the D' 

emission series. 

In comparison with similar resolution measurements performed by Feng and co- 

workers [123] on MOCVD grown CdTe, the FE features at 1.5970 eV and 1.5953 eV in the 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.1: PL spectra of (a) the Si-doped GaAs substrate, (b) the CdTe ablation source 

material (Target A) and (c) a (001)CdTe/GaAs:Si heterojunction. 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.2: PL from CdTe ablation target material A. Inset shows the gap edge region of 

the material under higher resolution (approx. 0.75 cm-1). 
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Notation Position (eV) Assignment 

{x)up 
(x)n=l 
D'x 
Dl 
K 
D+ 
A° 
B 
C 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
P 

Q 

1.5970 
1.5953 
1.5941 
1.5937 
1.5930 
1.5916 
1.5893 
1.5825 
1.5753 
1.5678 
1.5536 
1.5489 
1.5380 
1.5288 
1.5155 
1.5070 
1.4730 
1.4517 
1.4323 
1.4112 

FE upper polaxiton 
FE n=l ground state 
(D°,X) n=3 excited state 
{D°,X) n=2 excited state 
(D°,X) n=l ground state 
(D*,X) 
(A%„X)oi(Ai„X) 
(D°,X) to leave £)+ 
{D°,X)-TO 
\A°,X)-LO 

\D°,X)-TO - LO 

\A°,X)-2LO 

DAP 
{D%A%:)-LO 
DAP - LO 
BE @ defect center 
BE-LO 
BE - 2LO 
BE - ZLO 

Table 5.1: Notation, position, and assignments for the emission lines in the 11.4 K PL 

spectra of CdTe target material A. 
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inset of Fig. 5.2 have the same energies as those denoted in a similar fashion in Ref. [123]. 

As well, the donor-BE lines at 1.5930 eV, 1.5937 eV, and 1.5941 eV in the inset of Fig. 5.2 

are also in very good agreement with identically designated peaks in Ref. [123] at 1.5930 

eV, 1.5936 eV, and 1.5940 eV respectively. The transition labelled A° in the inset of Fig. 

5.2 lies at 1.5893 eV and coincides well with a peak previously identified [31, 39] as resulting 

from the recombination of excitons bound to Li or Na acceptors. The ionization energies of 

Li and Na are too close together (57.8 meV and 58.8 meV, respectively [29]) to allow them 

to be resolved here. 

The weak feature denoted by B lies approximately 10.5 meV below the (D“,X) 

transition and as such is attributed to the recombination of donor-bound excitons where 

the donor atoms involved are left in an ionized state. The final prominent feature is the 

inset of Fig. 5.2 is labelled C and lies 17.7 meV below the principal (D°,X) energy. As the 

TO-phonon energy in CdTe is ~ 17.3 meV [124], this feature may be a phonon replica of 

the higher energy (D°,X) transition. 

The three peaks in Fig. 5.2 denoted by E, F, and G have energies which lie close 

to expected phonon replicas of higher energy transitions and their tentative designations 

are also presented in Table 5.1. The features labelled H, J, K, and L are attributed to 

two different donor-acceptor pair transitions with their associated LO-phonon replicas. The 

H peak lies very close to and {D° ’ ^Li) transitions at 1.539 eV and 1.540 eV, 

previously identified by Molva et al. [125]. The second DAP transition likely involves a 

different and unidentified acceptor. 

The dominant feature in Fig. 5.2 is clearly that of the strongly luminescent, 

phonon-replicated, broad band centered near 1.473 eV. The origin of this structure, labelled 

M, has recently been the subject of much discussion [40, 126, 127, 128]. In particular, 

Onodera et al., [126] while studying PL, PLE, and time-resolved PL from CdTe films 

grown on (100) GaAs substrates, concluded that this luminescence peak resulted from the 

recombination of excitons bound to extended defects, similar to that found in ZnSe by Dean 

et al. [127]. For a given BE transition, Dean and co-workers noted that the ratio of the 

intensities of the one-phonon replica line (/i) to that of the zero-phonon line (/Q) rapidly 

increased with increasing values of binding energy Ei,. Hence, based on the large value of Ej 

associated with the 1.473 eV transition, this ratio (referred to as the electron-ZO phonon 

coupling strength, S) is expected to be ~ 2 and not 0.4 as determined from Fig. 5.2. An 

explanation for this discrepancy based on binding delocalization arguments is presented in 
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Ref. [127]. Once again, it is to be noted that no significant photoluminescence was observed 

above or below the Eo gap region of the target material. 

The PL spectrum of the CdTe/GaAs:Si heterojunction, illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (c), 

shows numerous structures which appear to originate from both the target and substrate 

materials. In particular, much of the excitonic structure associated with the Eg gap region 

of the CdTe target material is found superimposed on a broad PL background arising from 

the underlying GaAs substrate. While interpretation of the resulting spectrum is greatly 

complicated by the addition of the substrate component, a number of features may be noted. 

The first of these structures, labelled A, is the gap-edge donor-BE also found in 

the target spectrum of Fig 5.1 (b). While the relative intensities of the BE peaks in the 

target and film spectra are quite different, they both displayed a linear dependence upon 

excitation power density and hence, their intensities could be readily matched by adjusting 

the output power of the pump laser. The broad background signal extending from 1.52—1.30 

eV occurs precisely at the region of the GaAs Eg emission illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (a) and 

hence, is believed to arise from the substrate. Three other peaks, denoted B, C, and D, 

are superimposed on this broad emission and occur at energies of 1.548 eV, 1.527 eV, and 

1.498 eV, respectively. The 1.548 eV transition lies very close to a (D° transition at 

1.547 eV in bulk nitrogen-doped CdTe [129]. The interaction of this peak with the CdTe 

LO phonon is, in turn, responsible for the 1.527 eV emission. Determining the origin of 

the 1.498 eV transition is complicated by the fact that phonon replicas of this peak, if 

they exist, lie under the high energy shoidder of the intense 1.47 eV emission, making their 

presence difficult to ascertain. If this peak is in fact a DAP transition, it may be related 

to a 1.491 eV (£>°, mechanism identified in a silver diffusion study of bulk CdTe by 

Chamonal et al. [30]. Also occurring in the heterojunction spectrum is the strong 1.47 eV 

luminescence peak discussed earlier. This emission, denoted by E, is again accompanied 

by several phonon replicas, the first of which is labelled F. Below the combined Eg region 

the broad luminescence emission (from 1.3 to 0.9 eV) appears due primarily to the GaAs 

substrate Si cluster processes with a smaller contribution from the CdTe. The mechanisms 

responsible for the evolution of the Si cluster luminescence are considered in more detail 

later in Sect. 5.2.3. The notation, peak position and tentative assignments of the features 

present in the PL spectrum of Fig. 5.1 (c) are summarized in Table 5.2. 

In addition to the structure present in and below the CdTe Eg gap region, features 

also appear in the Eg + Ag gap regions of both the epilayer and substrate materials which 
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Notation Position (eV) Assignment 

GaAs (£■(> -f AQ) 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

2.549 
2.360 
1.807 
1.594 
1.548 
1.527 
1.498 
1.471 
1.453 
1.020 

CdTe {Eo + Ao) 
{Eo + Ao)BE @ defect centre 
GaAs (^EQ + Ao) 
(D°,X) n=l ground state 
{D°,A%) 
{D°,A%)-LO 
DAP 
BE @ defect center 
BE-LO 
Si cluster PL 

Table 5.2: Notation, position, and assignments for the emission lines in the PL spectra of 

the CdTe/GaAs:Si heterostructure. 

require the presence of the heterojunction interface. The most notable and pronounced of 

these structures is the strong peak centered at 2.549 eV in Fig. 5.1 (c). This emission, 

ascribed to transitions occurring in the CdTe epilayer between Pg conduction band states 

and P7 spin-orbit split-off valence states, is in excellent agreement with CdTe Tg — Pr 

transitions reported at 2.538 eV and 2.546 eV by Feng [112] and Olego [130], respectively. 

As the PL signals from these transitions are usually very weak, investigations of energy 

gaps other than that of the fundamental Eo gap, usually require the use of modulation- 

based spectroscopic techniques. In fact, prior to the work of Feng et al. [112], the CdTe 

Pe — P? gap had only been seen, using conventional PL techniques, in HgTe-CdTe super- 

lattices [130] where carrier confinement increased the concentration of P7 holes in the CdTe 

layers so the Pe — P7 transition was strengthened. Feng and co-workers, studying PLEE 

grown CdTe/GaAs heterostructures, were still able to observe this higher gap emission even 

though holes in their films were not confined to the P7 states. They attributed their unusual 

observation of the Eg + AQ PL band to the high crystalline quality of the samples they 

investigated, in conjunction with the employment of sensitive OMA detection techniques. 

As this earlier study was primarily concerned with outgoing multi-phonon resonant Raman 

scattering in the CdTe samples, the energy region investigated did not extend further than 

about 1,600 cm~^ from the exciting laser line. As a result, additional structure present 

in and below the CdTe and GaAs Eo + Ao gap regions was not revealed. It should also 

noted that the Eo + Ao PL recombination observed from the CdTe/GaAs:Si heterostructure 

investigated in this study was only 10“^ — 10“^ times weaker than the recombination across 
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the Eo gap. This is 10^ — 10^ times stronger than that recorded in Refs. [112, 130] and 

it is felt that higher carrier concentrations and or impurity levels in this sample may be 

responsible for the increased luminescence intensity. 

Another significant feature associated with the CdTe Ep + Ao gap region in Fig. 

5.1 (c), is the broad luminescence emission centered at 2.360 eV. This feature is significantly 

wider (a factor of five) then the 2.549 eV structure. If one subtracts the CdTe split-off energy 

Ao = 920 meV [131] from the 2.360 eV luminescence, the resulting difference is 1.44 eV. 

Taking into consideration both this energy difference and the strong intensity of the defect 

related 1.47 eV emission in both the target and heterojunction spectra of Figs. 5.1 (b) and 

(c), it is proposed that the 2.360 eV luminescence is the result of electrons bound to the 

defect center responsible for the 1.47 eV luminescence recombining with holes in Fj valence 

states. It is believed that this is the first observation, using conventional PL methods, of 

luminescence structure other than band to band recombination itself, associated with the 

Eo -h Ao gap in CdTe. 

The final significant feature in Fig. 5.1 (c) is that of the broad peak in the 1.66 

to 1.88 eV range. This structure has no counterpart in the spectrum of Target-A and is 

attributed to £^o-}-Ao luminescence from the GaAs substrate since it occurs at the correct 

energy and would be enhanced in a manner similar to that of the epilayer. Both this 

signal and that of the CdTe Eg -|- A^ gap are much weaker than that of the epilayer due to 

above-gap absorption in the CdTe epilayer for enerpes in this range. 

An interesting and important aspect of the heterojunction spectrum is the breadth 

of the energy range which must be scanned (460 to 660 nm) in order to cover the entire 

PL structure. As seen in Fig. 5.1 ((a) & (b)) and as noted during the Raman studies 

mentioned earlier [112, 113] the CdTe £o-l-Ao PL is not present in the component spectra of 

the heterojunction and only occurs once the interface is formed. Because the enhancement 

is so strong and the structure so spread out in energy for higher gaps in particular, it 

appears that contributions from this type of effect should be considered carefully during 

heterostructure engineering. 

(111 )CdTe/(OOl)InSb heterostructure 

Figure 5.3 (a) shows the PL produced by CdTe Target-B. The spectrum exhibits 

strong phonon replicas and is considerably different from the spectrum of Target-A. Again 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.3: PL spectra of (a) the CdTe ablation source material (Target-B) and (b) a 

(001)CdTe/(001) InSb heterojunction with 0.96 urn thick epilayer. The InSb substrate 

alone showed no disernable PL. 
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there is no measurable photoluminescence signal near the CdTe £O+AQ gap energy. Figure 

5.3 (b) is a spectrum obtained after ablation of this target and PLEE growth on an InSb 

substrate. The epilayer CdTe Eg and Eg+Ag regions show excitonic and phonon replica 

structure quite similar to that of the Eg region of the target material. Just as the PL from 

the substrate GaAs Eg+Ag region was discernible in Fig. 5.1 (c), there is a significant 

luminescence starting at an energy of 0.86 eV, which is the threshold energy of the InSb 

Eg+Ag gap. This was not discernible in the PL from the (OOl)InSb substrate alone. 

The use of double [130] or triple spectrometers ([112] and this work) with their 

excellent stray light rejection, along with photon counting detection sensitivity may be a 

critical factor when searching for low intensity PL luminescence at higher gap energies. 

When the structure of interest is spread out over such a large wavelength range and the 

signal is so weak, the PL method tends to preserve relative intensity information better 

than a derivative (modulation spectroscopy) technique. In this study, recombination from a 

transition associated with the CdTe spin-orhit, split-off band, other than the direct Fe — FT 

transition, has been observed for the first time. 

The enhanced PL signals associated with the Eg+Ag regions of the film and sub- 

strate materials seen once the heterojunction is produced underscores the importance of the 

interface. At least in the case of these mixed II-VI/III-V heterostructures, it appears that 

interface states produced by differences in species valence, along with high carrier concentra- 

tions and or impurity levels in the samples, are sufficiently long lived to promote radiative 

decay across higher gaps. If this is so, then heterostructures developed for optoelectronic 

transduction should be carefully checked for radiative decay across these higher gap channels 

since any such decay mechanisms reduce the effective carrier generation efficiency. 

5.2 (lll)Cdi_a;Mna;Te/(lll)GaAs:Si heterojunctions 

5.2.1 Introduction 

In recent years, diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS), also known as semi- 

magnetic semiconductors (SMSC), have attracted interest in both the scientific and in- 

dustrial communities. These materials have some unique properties which enhance their 

potential for use in a wide range of opto-electronic devices. DMS are semiconductors with 

a fraction of their constituent ions replaced by transition metal ions (i.e. Mn, Fe or Co). 
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The band gap and lattice parameters of these materials can be altered by changing the 

concentration of the magnetic ions appropriately. The possibility for band gap engineering 

in these materials makes them useful for a variety of device applications. The tunability of 

the lattice parameter with magnetic ion content also extends their utility into the field of 

heterostructures where lattice matching is important. 

The presence of strong paramagnetic ions in the DMS results in magnetic prop- 

erties which distinguish them from ordinary semiconductors. In contrast to normal semi- 

conductors, the magnetic ions in DMS respond to an external applied magnetic field by 

changing their energy band and impurity level parameters. A unique and important feature 

of DMS is the spin-spin exchange interaction which occurs between the localized magnetic 

moments of the paramagnetic ions and the charge carriers. This interaction affects the 

energy band, electronic structure and impurity level parameters of the semiconductors re- 

sulting in new physical effects, particularly when the correlation effects are strong. The 

consequences, reviewed in Refs. [8, 132, 133], can be quite dramatic; g-factors may be 

effectively enhanced by as much as two orders of magnitude, Faraday rotations can become 

very large and the magneto-resistance can become negative, reaching exceptionally large 

values and leading to an insulator to metal transition induced by increasing the magnetic 

field. 

The most commonly and extensively studied DMS are those in which Mn^+ ions 

are introduced into II-VI compound semiconductors. These are the DMS which can accom- 

modate the highest possible magnetic ion concentration without the crystallographic quality 

and structure of the host materials being destroyed. As a result, these materials have the 

potential to be used in a wide variety of device applications [134, 135, 136, 137, 138]. 

A strong enhancement of Eo-\-^o photoluminescence was seen in the study of 

II-VI CdTe deposited on the III-V materials InSb and GaAs presented in the previous 

section. This PL enhancement near the £o-fAo energy was observed for both the substrate 

and epilayer and was attributed to effects arising from differences in the surface states of 

the epilayer and substrate in the region of reconstruction. Also in the previous section, 

evidence for Si clustering in the substrate was found in the combined PL spectrum of the 

CdTe epilayer deposited on the GaAscSi. This was of interest because Suezawa et al. [119], 

in a study of the Si clustering in silicon doped GaAs showed that the cluster PL changed 

from a single broad peak to a double peak emission when the annealing temperature was 

raised above approximately 550° C. 
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It has been shown [139, 140] that when heteroepitaxy occurs between either ma- 

terials with group IV diamond structure and groups III-V zinc-blende structure or between 

groups II-VI and III-V zinc-blende structures, an ideal planar geometry is not allowed when 

each atom bond does not contain its full complement of two electrons at the interface. For 

example, in the case of II-VI/III-V (100) or (111) heteroepitaxy of (Cd,Mn)Te on GaAs, this 

involves either abutting an As-terminated GaAs surface to a CdMn-terminated (Cd,Mn)Te 

surface, or a Ga terminated GaAs surface to a Te-terminated (Cd,Mn)Te surface. In the 

first case, the interface atoms would be ideally composed of 7/4 electron bonds while in the 

latter case, there would be 9/4 electron bonds. Such structures produce charge accumula- 

tion at the interface resulting in compensatory processes which have the effect of destroying 

the ideal planar nature of the interface. 

Such processes could include electric field enhanced diffusion, electric field en- 

hanced desorption or possibly valence state changes in multivalent elements like Mn. When 

lattice mismatch is added as an additional parameter, the net reconstruction occurring in 

the first layers of epitaxial growth for such cases is difficult to predict. While the effects 

of the substrate on the properties of the epilayer are often difficult to fully determine, sys- 

tems which have this change in valence at the interface (i.e. II-VI/III-V) deserve additional 

attention because of the interface surface state effects which may result. 

In this section, the PL enhancement at the GaAs substrate £o+Ao gap induced 

by the presence of the interface is further investigated by presenting the results of an earlier 

study [141] of the PL produced by a series of Cdi_3,Mn3:Te (CMT) epilayers on (lll)GaAs:Si 

for manganese mole fraction in the range 0.44 < x < 0.69 and epilayer growth temperatures 

from 210°C to 290°C. At the same time, information about the interface growth dynamics 

associated with the PLEE process is obtained from the substrate Si cluster photolumines- 

cence. 

5.2.2 Experiment 

The Cdi_a;Mna;Te samples studied in this work were also produced using the PLEE 

technique. Many high quality Cdi_a;Mnj;Te heterojunctions have been produced using this 

method [85, 111, 114, 115, 116]. The system used has been described elsewhere [111, 138] 

but in brief, to grow CMT layers of varying Mn fraction, two separate lasers and two targets 

were used. A XeCl laser operating at 308 nm with a pulse width of 30 ns and triggered 
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Sample Substrate temp. (°C) Thichness (/xm) Composition (x) 
CMT-600 
CMT-605 
CMT-606 
CMT-610 

210 
250 
270 
290 

0.8 
0.6 
1.4 
1.8 

0.69 
0.54 
0.52 
0.44 

Table 5.3: Properties of PLEE-grown Cdi_a;Mna;Te/GaAs heterostructues. 

at rates up to 80 Hz vaporized the CMT target (x = 0.56). At the same time, a Nd:YAG 

laser operating at 1.06 /xm, with a pulse width of 90 ns and triggered at 0.5 - 1.0 kHz, 

vaporized a Cd pellet to generate a variable Cd over pressure in the growth chamber. This 

over pressure was varied to change the Cd to Mn ratio in the samples in order to investigate 

the feasibility of using this method for epitaxial growth of Cdi_j;Mna;Te in the zinc blende 

crystal structure over a sizeable range of Mn composition. The adjustable frequencies of 

the pulse triggers, peak energies of the lasers and substrate temperatures determined the 

growth conditions. The average growth rate was 0.8 - 1.2 /xm/hr, so the film thicknesses 

(which varied from 0.6-1.8 /xm) required proportionate growth times. 

The parameters of the CMT films are presented in Table 5.3. The films were 

deposited on the polished As face of a high quality (lll)-oriented Si-doped GaAs (Sumitomo 

Electric, Inc.) wafer. The wafers were degreased in chloroform, acetone and isopropyl 

alcohol and etched in a solution of H2S04:H20:2H20 (7:1:1). The substrates were mounted 

with high purity In on a Mo block and prior to growth they were thermally treated at 

580°C for ~2 min. This treatment led to an oxide free GaAs surface. Film thickness was 

monitored during growth. Raman analysis was used to obtain the Mn composition (x) for 

each film. 

The photoluminescence signal was excited with various lines of an Ar+ ion or HeNe 

laser. Each beam was focused to a line image about 0.2 mm x 3.0 mm using crossed cylin- 

drical lenses. The visible and NIR photoluminescence was analyzed using the Jobin-Yvon 

S-3000 triple spectrometer and Hamamatsu R943-02 photon counting PMT outlined ear- 

lier. The slit settings in the system corresponded to about 3 cm“^ resolution. Overlapping 

spectra from the NIR to MIR were taken using the Bomem MB-155 FTIR spectrometer 

with the liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector. The FTIR resolution was 2 cm“^. The PL 

measurements were carried out in the 90°-scattering geometry. The samples were cooled to 

11.5 K with the CTI closed cycle helium refrigerator as previously described. 
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5.2.3 Results 

GaAs:Si heat treatment: 

Figure 5.4 shows the photoluminescence spectra from a portion of the Si-doped 

(lll)GaAs substrate. Figure 5.4 (a) is the result before heat treatment, (b) after one hour 

of vacuum annealing at 400®C, (c) after an additional hour at 500°C and (d) after a further 

2 hours at 600°C. The GaAs is heavily doped with Si (2xl0^®cm“^) and exhibits broad 

unresolvable excitonic structure in the Eg gap region from 1.52 - 1.30 eV, along with a 

strong luminescence feature centered at 1.2 eV, previously attributed to the formation of 

Si clusters by Suezawa et al. [119]. The spectrum in Fig. 5.4 (b) is quite similar to that of 

the unannealed substrate material and dilfers only in the ratio of the gap-edge to Si cluster 

single peak intensities. The spectra in Figs. 5.4 (c) and (d) display an additional, relatively 

broad PL peak at approximately 1.0 eV which only appears after the anneal at 500°C. 

During their work, Suezawa and coworkers, combined a 20 hour high tempera- 

ture ’’homogenizing” anneal (under an As overpressure) with subsequent lower temperature 

isothermal anneals to develop the Si clusters. They observed that the 1.0 eV peak was 

considerably enhanced after an anneal at 600°C which is quite close to the 500°C result 

observed in this work. From IR absorption analysis, they infer that this peak is due to the 

added presence of another type of clustering associated with a change in bonding within 

the Si sub-system. 

Figure 5.4 (d) shows the end result of extended high temperature vacuum treat- 

ment on the substrate material. It is included to show that while the GaAs signal has 

disappeared, the Si cluster effects are still strong. The elimination of the GaAs Eg peak 

may be due to a combination of different processes. It has been reported that vacuum heat 

treatment of GaAs in the absence of an As overpressure results in degradation of the surface 

due to the loss of arsenic [103, 142]. Also a SIMS study of CdTe layers grown by PLEE 

on GaAs [143] showed intensive migration of Ga to the surface of the epilayer. In order to 

duplicate the vacuum growth conditions during epitaxy, no attempt was made to reduce 

the loss of either element during the annealing treatment. It is likely that progressive evap- 

oration of one or both of these elements, particularly at the higher anneal temperatures, is 

responsible for the missing GaAs gap-edge PL. It is clear, however, from the spectrum of 

Fig. 5.4 (c) and reference [119] that the occurrence of the Si peak at 1.0 eV is an indication 

that the substrate has been subjected to an ’effective temperature’ of 500°C or greater 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.4; PL spectra from a portion of the Si-doped (111) GaAs substrate: (a) is the 

result before heat treatment, (b) after one hour of vacuum annealing at 400 C, (c) after an 

additional hour at 500 C, (d) after a further 2 h at 600 C. 
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during the PLEE growth. 

Cdi_a;Mnj;Te epilayers on (lll)GaAs: 

Figure 5.5 shows a series of spectra identified by the Mn fraction x for Cdi_a;Mni;Te 

epilayers grown on the GaAs at different substrate temperatures. The dominant features in 

the high energy portion of the spectra are the concentration dependent and well stud- 

ied, bound magnetic polaron (BMP) and the approximately 2.0 eV manganese luminescence 

[144, 145, 146]. 

All of the Cdi_j;Mnj;Te/GaAs spectra in Fig. 5.5 clearly exhibit both the GaAs 

substrate Eo region excitonic structure near 1.52 eV and the ~1.2 eV Si cluster PL. On 

close examination of this figure it becomes apparent that the GaAs Eo peak decreases in 

width and is shifted to slightly lower energy when the growth temperature increases. It is 

likely that these changes are due to a loss of carriers in the Eg gap region to competing 

processes resulting in a reduced Burstein-Moss shift [147]. The heterojunction spectra of 

Fig. 5.5 also exhibit varying degrees of PL signal in the region of the GaAs FQ+AO band 

gap at 1.86 eV [148]. This PL is not discernible in the spectrum of the substrate when 

studied alone so its occurrence appears to be dependent on the presence of the interface. 

The intensity of this peak is seen to vary from being virtually negligible in the spectrum 

with X = 0.69 (grown at 210°C) to being comparable in size to that of the Mn^"*" PL peak 

in the spectrum with x = 0.44 (grown at 290°C). Several parameters are changing in this 

alloy group as one moves from the x = 0.69 to a: = 0.44 spectra in Fig. 5.5. The lattice 

mismatch between epilayer and substrate increases by approximately 1% as the Mn fraction 

decreases and the epilayer thickness increases with growth temperature (Table 5.3). Due 

to the increased inherent anneal at higher growth temperature, the interface reconstruction 

wiU be affected. Raman results for these samples [85] showed stronger phonon signatures for 

the epilayers grown at higher temperature and it was concluded that they were the better 

samples in the group. Thus, the increase in the GaAs substrate FO+AQ recombination 

PL reported here, for the same alloy sequence, may be a consequence of enhancement in 

carrier diffusion lengths which allow carriers (electrons, holes and excitons) generated in 

the epilayer to penetrate to the interface region before radiatively recombining. 

While not distinguishable in the spectrum of the unannealed GaAs substrate or the 

heterojunction grown at 210°C, the 1.0 eV Si cluster peak appears in all spectra grown at 
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2.6 2.1 1.6 1.1 0.6 

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.5; PL from a series of spectra identified by the Mn fraction (x) and substrate tem- 

perature dunng growth (Tg) for CdMnTe epilayers grown on the GaAs. Epilayer thicknesses 

are listed in Table 5.3. 
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or above Tg = 250°C. Once this peak is established, its intensity changes only slightly as the 

growth temperature and time are increased. This is in contrast to the intensity of the GaAs 

Eo+Ao peak, which also first appears in the 250°C spectrum. Since the 1.0 eV PL is pro- 

duced as a consequence of Si migration in the substrate only, while the Eo+Ao luminescence 

may be the result of carriers generated both in the epilayer and substrate, the diflPerence in 

the dependencies appears to be reasonable. 

Although the substrates were heated to 580°C for up to 2 minutes to remove 

oxides before the growth was initiated, based on the annealing study presented above and 

the absence of the 1.0 eV peak in the = 210°C spectrum of Fig. 5.5, it is unlikely that 

this amount of heat treatment would provide sufficient time for the second Si cluster type 

to form. The 1.0 eV Si peak in the lower spectra of Fig. 5.5 is almost identical to that of 

spectrum (c) in Fig. 5.4, after the additional anneal at 500°C for 1 hr. The energy necessary 

to facilitate this process is likely derived from thermal heating of the substrate during the 

growth process in combination with a significant contribution from the impinging particles 

produced by the laser ablation. It is concluded that the kinetic component can substantially 

assist in surface diffusion as it appears to raise the effective substrate surface temperature 

above the measured supporting block temperature. 

5.3 Ini_a;_yGaa;AlyAs heterostructures lattice-matched to InP 

5.3.1 Introduction 

Semiconductor lasers and erbium-doped fiber lasers operating at 1.30 and 1.55 ^m 

are the key sources for low-loss fiber optic communication systems. During the last decade 

most efforts in this area of research have concentrated on quantum well (QW) lasers based 

on the Ini_a;Gaa;Asi_j,Py system, lattice-matched to InP. An alternative material which can 

also be grown lattice-matched to InP is Ini_a,_yGaj;Alj,As, with {x + y = 0.47) [149]. This 

quaternary covers essentially the same wavelength range as the Ini_j;Gaj;Asi_j^Py system 

and has only recently been considered a serious challenger for optoelectronic communica- 

tions applications [9, 150, 151]. Several devices based on this material system have already 

proven of interest in high-performance microelectronics [152] and appear to offer several 

advantages over their Ini_i;Gaj;Asi_yPy counterparts. 

Some results of recent measurements (summarized in Ref. [153]) on these two 
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quaternary systems are compared in Table 5.4. The electron and hole effective masses vary 

linearly with composition, and are very similar in both cases. The band gaps and refrac- 

tive indices are also alike. The major difference between these two systems lies in the size 

and variability of the band offsets that can be generated. In the Ini-a^Ga^jAsi-^Pj^/InP 

system, the largest possible conduction band offset (AEc) that can be produced results 

from the growth of Gao.47Ino.53As on InP. When A1 replaces P in this quaternary mix, 

the AEc value can be effectively doubled with growth of the bi-ternary heterostructure, 

Gao.47Ino.53As/Alo.48lno.52As, lattice-matched to InP. From the data presented in Table 

5.4, it can be established that the ratio’s between the conduction band offsets and the band 

gap differences in these systems are 40% and 75%, respectively. In principle, this differ- 

ence favours the Al-based system for laser and quantum modulator applications. Specific 

advantages of the InGaAlAs/InP system over its InGaAsP/InP counterpart include: 

1. It has been shown [154] that for symmetric wave functions in QW’s corresponding to 

the first, third, and fifth, etc. electron energy levels, E^, solutions are given by 

tin (L 18Tr^m*(w)Ec\ f ml{w)Y I AEc - Ee . . 
‘“[2V—V— 

where m*(w) is the electron effective mass in the wsUlfthk^al, m%{b) is the electron 

effective mass in the barrier and L is the well width. Similarly, for antisymmetric 

wave functions corresponding to the second, fourth, and sixth, etc. energy levels 

= (-) 

Calculations of the hole energy levels. Eh, in the valence band yield similar relation- 

ships. Since larger values of AEc are possible in the Al-based quaternary system, then 

correspondingly wider well widths can be used for given values of Eg and Eh- This 

results in larger carrier confinement factors [155] and more effective photon generation 

in QW lasers based on this material system. 

2. The larger values of AEc attainable in InGaAlAs based heterostructures results in 

better confinement of the free electron gas in QW’s. This leads to higher optical gains 

per well by reducing the gain broadening resulting from coupling between electron 

levels in neighboring wells, and by reducing the electron spill-out from the wells into 

the optical guiding region at high carrier injection levels. 
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Properties GalnAsP AlGalnAs 
Bandgaps (300 K) 
mclrrie 

Tfty j Tfl^ 

fi (cm^/Vs) 
Offsets (AEc) 
Schottky barrier 
Refractive indices 

0.75 - 1.34 eV 
0.041 - 0.08 
0.47 - 0.85 
13000 - 6000 
269 meV 
on InP: 0.43 
3.58 - 3.17 

0.75 - 1.45 eV 
0.041 - 0.083 
0.47 - 0.87 
13000 - 4600 
525 meV 
on AlInAs: 0.77 - 0.85 
3.58 - 3.21 

Table 5.4; Data for GalnAsP and InGaAlAs heterostructures lattice-matched to InP. 

3. With respect to quantum modulator applications, it has been shown [156] that in 

the presence of an external electric field, the energy shift of the exciton ground state 

level in an isolated QW is proportional to the fourth power of the well width. Hence, 

efficient modulation requires relatively thick wells and this again favours the InGaAlAs 

system. 

4. The lower AE-u in InGaAlAs, as compared to InGaAsP, provides a major advantage 

for high-frequency modulator operation since the holes can easily tunnel through the 

lower barriers. Under polarization, their sweeping out by the electric field should not 

limit the band-width of modulators ba.sed upon this system. For the same reason, 

the applied electric field wiU not be screened by hole pile-up in the wells. Thus, the 

modulation contrast should not decrease at a high-input optical intensities. 

5. Another important advantage of the InGaAlAs system is that its does not suffer from 

the difficult As/P ratio control problem encountered in the growth of InGaAsP using 

conventional molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) systems. 

From the discussions above, it appears that the InGaAlAs/InP system is a very 

good candidate for the production of both electronic and optoelectronic devices. Although 

many of the properties associated with this alloy have been previously reported [153], ongo- 

ing controversy over some of the most fundamental of these characteristics has continued. 

Most notably, PL investigations undertaken by three groups (Refs. [151, 157, 158]) have 

yielded a linear relationship between the band gap energy of Ini-^-y Gaj,Alj,As and A1 com- 

position y, while studies by two others (Refs. [9, 159]), report parabolic relationships. The 

departure from linearity in the latter two caises was significant and could not be explained 

by experimental uncertainties. 
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In this report the compositional dependence of the Ini_a;_yGaj;AlyAs hand gap is 

further investigated using low temperature PL, with emphasis placed on the 0 < y < 0.07 

range. Results of this study indicate that contrary to earlier findings [150, 157], high quality 

InGaAlAs/InP heterostructures can be produced using conventional MBE techniques. Line 

widths associated with the gap-edge PL emissions are determined and found comparable 

to the best published data for MBE, MOVPE and MOCVD grown materials. As well, 

Raman results presented in this work comprise, what is believed to be, one of the first such 

investigations of the phonon modes in this novel material system. 

5.3.2 Experiment 

The MBE method of film growth, recently reviewed in Refs. [160, 161, 162], is 

a widely employed technique used in the production of a variety of high-quality thin-hlms 

materials. The Ini-x-yGajjAlyAs/InP heterostructures studied in this report were grown 

using a modified V80H MBE system at NRC’s Institute for Microstructural Sciences. Details 

of the growth process are given elsewhere [163], but briefly, the Ini_a;_yGaj;AlyAs epilayers 

were grown on either semi-insulating InP:Fe or heavily S-doped (10^®) InP substrates. The 

arsenic dimer As2 was used as the group V element and was generated with a solid source 

valved arsenic cracker cell with the tantalum/rhenium cracking zone kept at 950° C (better 

than 90% cracking efficiency). The arsenic overpressure used was about twice the level 

necessary to sustain As-stabilized reconstruction for InGaAs or InAlAs layers. The group- 

ill elements were supplied from the appropriate melts of ultrahigh purity elements using 

modified solid source effusion cells. 

The specific compositional construction of the samples investigated are summa- 

rized in Table 5.5. Growth rates for the films produced were between 2.4 — 2.7 A/s. In all 

cases, conditions were such that no re-evaporation of the group-III elements from the growth 

surface occurred. Hence, the growth rate of the InGaAlAs was the sum of the growth rates 

for the GaAs, AlAs, and InAs components. The growth rates and compositions for the 

InGaAs and InAlAs films were first estimated from the ongoing growth rate calibrations 

and later confirmed by x-ray double crystal rocking curve measurements. In the case of the 

InGaAlAs epilayers, these quantities were estimated from the ongoing calibrations and the 

molecular flux measurements of the group-III fluxes immediately prior to the growth (this 

is accomplished by placing a vacuum ion gauge in the wafer position). 
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Sample Film Substrate Cap 
1492 
1510 
1545 
1471 
1514 
1515 
1511 
1493 

Ino.5i2Gao.488As 
Ino.541 Gao.459As 
I1io.53Gao.44Alo.03 As 
Ino.53Gao.42Alo.05 As 
Ino.53Gao.40Alo.07 As 
Ino.53Gao.40Alo.07As 
Ino.507Alo.493As 
Ino.52Alo.48As 

InP:S doped 
InP:S doped 
InP:Fe semi- 
InP:S doped 
InPrFe semi- 
InP:Fe semi- 
InP:S doped 
InP:S doped 

to (10i») 
to (10^®) 

insulating 
to (10i») 

insulating 
insulating 
to (IQi®) 
to (1Q^«) 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
50A Ino.53Gao.47As 
50A Ino.53Gao.47As 
50A Ino.53Gao.47As 
n/a 
n/a 

Table 5.5: Compositional construction of Ini-i-j/Ga^jAlyAs/InP heterostructures. 

Mirror smooth morphology and layer thickness uniformity of better than 1% over 

the entire 2 inch wafers was achieved in all cases. For wafers grown at or above 400° C, 

the temperature of the films was measured using infrared pyrometry. The pyrometer was 

calibrated against the melting point of InSb. For samples grown at lower temperatures, 

readings from a thermocouple mounted behind the wafer holder were used to estimate the 

growth temperature. Such readings are usually 50 to 100° C higher than the actual growth 

temperature, but can be corrected using the extrapolation of this temperature difference 

from the higher temperatures where the pyrometer stiU yields reliable readings. All of the 

layers listed in Table 5.5 (with the exception of samples ^1543 and ^1515) were produced 

at 490 — 500° C. The growth of samples ^1543 and ^1515 was carried out at 300° C. 

The PL signal was measured at 11.4 K over the 1.6 to 0.6 eV range using the 

Bomem MB-155 FTIR instrument in combination with a LN2-cooled, InSb detector. The 

FTIR resolution was set at 2 cm~^ and approximately 10 mW of the 514.5 nm Ar+ ion 

laser line was used for sample excitation. The Raman signal was recorded at 300 K using 

the Instruments SA triple-spectrometer and Princeton Instruments CCD array detector as 

described in Section 4.1.2. Approximately 80 mW of the 488.0 nm Ar+ ion laser line was 

used for sample excitation. The beam was typically focused to a line image of approximately 

0.2 mm X 3.0 mm using crossed cylindrical lenses to reduce the power density at the sample. 

The measurements were carried out in the 90°-scattering geometry in both the PL and 

Raman investigations. 
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5.3.3 Photoluminescence Results 

Figure 5.6 shows the PL spectra of four Ini_j;_yGai:Alj,As/InP heterostructures 

with y values ranging from 0 — 7%. With the exception of the result in (c), the emission 

spectra of the samples consist mainly of a strong, well-defined gap-edge peak along with 

a weaker, lower energy contribution. In the case of the Ino.54iGao.45gAs/InP spectrum, 

presented in Fig. 5.6 (a), these two peaks occur at 0.795 and 0.768 eV, respectively. The 

0.795 eV emission, with a line width of 7.7 meV, is very similar to a BE peak (® 0.802 

eV with FWHM ~ 5 meV) identified in In542Ga45sAs/InP grown by vapour phase epitaxy 

(VPE) [164]. The predicted spectral positions of several near-band-gap emission lines in 

I1io.53Gao.47As were calculated in Ref. [164] and the results indicated that recombination 

luminescence due to (FE), (D°,X), (Z)+, A), (A°,X), and (D°,h) transitions would all lie 

in a 3 meV wide band, approximately 3.5 meV below the gap edge. Any of these transitions 

occurring in the InGaAs spectrum of Fig. 5.6 (a) would lie under the 0.795 eV emission 

and hence, this peak is likely the result of a combination of such processes. The weaker 

0.768 eV emission in the spectrum lies precisely at the same position as a donor-acceptor 

pair (Z>°, A^,) transition, identified in VPE grown InGaAs by Macrander and Swaminathan 

[165], and is tentatively attributed as arising via this mechanism. 

The PL spectrum of the Ino.53Gao.44Alo.03As/InP heterostructure, illustrated in 

Fig. 5.6 (b), is very similar to that considered in Fig. 5.6 (a). As the A1 concentration, 

y, has increased from 0 to 3%, in going from the film represented in (a) to that in (b), 

the band gap energy of the material has increased accordingly. It is noted that the both 

the 0.841 and 0.811 eV peaks in Fig. 5.6 (b) appear shifted by fti 45 meV relative to the 

corresponding peaks at 0.795 and 0.768 eV in the spectrum of Fig. 5.6 (a). Based on this 

observation, and the fact that the line widths and relative intensities of the pairs of peaks 

are alike, it is argued that the mechanisms responsible for the PL transitions determined in 

(a) are fundamentally the same as those generating the luminescence spectrum in (b). 

The PL from the Ino.53Gao.42Alo.05As/InP heterostructure, illustrated in Fig. 5.6 

(c), is notably different than that presented for the previous two films. The high energy 

component of the spectrum at 0.885 eV is not the dominant radiative decay mechanism, 

and both the intensity and line width a.ssociated with the lower energy peak at 0.820 eV 

are considerably enhanced. In addition, a third weak emission, located 21 meV below the 

0.885 eV peak, is also detected. The presence of the broad, highly luminescent structure 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

Figure 5.6: PL at 11.2 K from a series of InGaAlAs/InP heterostructures with dilferent A1 

concentrations. The four curves correspond to concentrations of (a) y=0, (b) y=0.03, (c) 

y=0.05, and (d) y=0.07, respectively. 
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below the gap edge transition in this film suggests that this material suffers from poor 

crystalline quality. The 0.885 eV contribution was found to saturate almost immediately 

upon exposure to moderate light levels, and hence it was determined that this emission was 

not the result of BE recombination. Based on this observation and the relatively narrow 

FWHM of this peak (~ 9.9 meV), it is postulated that this feature results from either 

(£>, h) or (e, A) transitions in the alloy. The weak 0.864 eV emission may be related to a 

DAP process, while the stronger 0.820 eV transition likely involves a deep defect or vacancy 

center, characteristic of poor quality, nonuniform material. 

In contrast, the PL spectrum of the Ino.53Gao.40Alo.07As/InP heterostructure in 

Fig. 5.6 (d) is that of a high quality film. The dominant emission of this spectrum, centered 

at 0.934 eV, has a FWHM of just 10.5 meV. This value is comparable with the narrowest line 

width ever reported for a conventional MBE-grown InGaAlAs layer in this range [151, 166]. 

To determine the origin of this emission, its integrated luminescence intensity was measured 

as a function of both excitation density and sample temperature. 

No discernible noise level is observed in any of the spectra recorded in Fig. 5.6 

since the intensities of the PL signals collected from the epilayers investigated are very 

strong. It should be noted that the intensity axes of Figs. 5.6 (a)-(d) were expanded to the 

point where the noise level became recognizable, and no additional peaks were observed. 

Figure 5.7 shows the variation of the luminescence intensity of the 0.934 eV peak 

as a function of excitation power density. As evident from examination of this figure, the 

intensity of the peak increases linearly with excitation over three orders of magnitude. 

Detailed balance calculations by Bimberg et al. [167] have shown that this is the expected 

excitation dependence of BE recombination processes. This fact, in combination with the 

narrow FWHM of the peak allow the transition to be attributed to BE recombination. 

The thermal activation energies of the exciton line at 0.934 eV are determined from 

the integrated intensity, shown in Fig. 5.8, versus the inverse temperature. Examination 

of the figure shows that there are two competing ionization mechanisms with different 

activation energies. The measured temperature dependence is fitted using a simplex-based 

algorithm [168], to the theoretical expression derived by Bimberg et al. [169] 

^ = [l + C^ exp(Ti/T) -H C2 exp(T2/T)]-i (5.3) 
lo 

In this expression Ij and are the emission intensities at the temperatures T and T = 0 

K respectively, Ci and C2 are the ratio’s of the degeneracies of the BE energy levels, and 
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Figure 5.7: Variation of the integrated PL intensity of the main 0.934 eV peak with excita- 

tion power density for InGaAlAs/InP sample number 1514. 

AjjgTi and A:sT2 are activation energies. Good agreement is given between the measured 

points and Eq. 5.3 with the parameters given in Table 5.6. 

The resulting activation energies are ksTx = 4.7 meV and kgT2 = 14.3 meV. 

It is believed that the first of these, kgTi, is associated with a dissociation process in 

which a free hole and a free electron are created from an acceptor bound exciton (i.e. 

(A°,X) A° A e + h). The activation energy related to such a process is given by 

= Ex A Eh (5-4) 

where Ex is the exciton binding energy and Eh is the binding energy of the exciton sys- 

tem to the acceptor site. Linearly interpolating between the exciton binding energies of 

Ino.53Gao.47As {Ex = 2.0 meV) and Ino.s2Alo.48As {Ex = 5.1 meV) (after Ref. [9]), one ob- 

tains a value of Ex = 2.5 meV for In0.53Gao.40Al0.07As. Hence, setting kgTx = Et^ yields an 

acceptor binding energy of Eh = 2.2 meV. In accordance with Haynes’ rule {Eh/EA — 0.1; 

see Section 2.4.1), this difference may be associated with an acceptor ionization energy of 

EA 10 X 2.2 meV or 22 meV. This value of EA agrees with the ionization energy of zinc 

(with EA — 22 meV) as identified in Ino.53Gao.40Alo.07As by Ref. [164] and may be related 
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Table 5.6: Parameters used in the theoretical fit of luminescence intensity vs. inverse 

temperature data for sample 1514. 

to this impurity. 

The second activation energy ksT2 is much larger and hence is attributed to dis- 

sociation of the acceptor bound exciton resulting in two free holes and one free electron, 

(i.e. {A°,X) —> A~ Ah-\-h + e). The activation energy associated with this process is given 

by 

Et2 — Ex A Eb EA (b'5) 

Setting kgT^ = Et^ and applying Haynes’ rule again yields an acceptor binding energy given 

by EA 11 meV. As the values of EA obtained in both of these dissociation processes are 

quite different, it is believed that their initial {A°,X) complexes do not involve the same 

neutral acceptor element. 

The band gap energy at 11 K as a function of A1 concentration (y) is plotted in 

Fig. 5.9 for the six lni_j;_j,Gaj;AlyAs epilayers, lattice-matched to InP substrates, listed 

in Table 5.5. To obtain the band gap energy of the epilayers from the PL spectra, a total 

exciton binding energy of ~ 5 meV or an acceptor ionization energy of 11 meV was added to 

the gap edge peak, depending on its previous assignment. From this graph it is possible to 

infer that the band gap energy, Eg{y), varies linearly from 0.80 to 0.94 eV with y increasing 

from 0 to 7% according to 

Eg{y) = 2.02y -|- 0.80 (eV) (5.6) 

Clearly this relationship cannot be used to describe the compositional dependence of the 

band-gap throughout its entire lattice-matched range (0 < y < 0.48) as it predicts a value 

of Eg = 1.77 eV for lno.52Alo.48As (~ 17% too large, based on Eg = 1.511 eV [170]). 

Hence, this suggests a simple linear dependency is not adequate to accurately describe the 

band-gap energy versus A1 concentration relationship throughout this range. Indirectly, 

this result agrees with the earlier findings by Bohrer [9], Kopf [158] and Olego [159] and 

disagrees with those of Praseuth [151], Sacilotti [150], and Hiyamizu [157]. It is noted that 

in each of these previous studies, just a single data point with y < 7% was used in the 
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Figure 5.8: Integrated intensity of the exciton line at 0.934 eV for sample number 1514 as 

a function of 1/T. The experimental points are denoted by x. Curves (1), (2) and (3) are 

theoretical fits with Eq. 5.3, assuming either one or two activation energies. 
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A1 CONCENTRATION (y) 

Figure 5.9: Band-gap energy of InGaAlAs deduced from PL spectra as a function of com- 

postion over the range of A1 concentration from 0 to 7 percent. The solid line represents a 

linear fit to the experimental data. 

evaluation of the Eg(y) dependency. Thus, the relationship presented in Eq. 5.6 provides 

the first such investigation of this property for low A1 composition Ini_j;_yGaj,Alj,As/InP 

heterostructures. 

5.3.4 Raman Results 

Figure 5.10 shows the Raman spectra of five Ini-i-yGa^AlyAs/InP heterostruc- 

tures with A1 composition ranging from 0 < y < 0.48. The LO and TO phonon energies 

for the constituent compounds in this quaternary/suhstrate heterostructure are given in 

Table 5.7. While all but one of the spectra have y < 0.07, the Ino.52Alo.4sAs/InP result was 

included to depict the AlAs-like modes in the upper y limit of the quaternary system. 

The spectra of Fig. 5.10 (a) displays the two-mode type behavior, (i.e. two LO 

modes associated with the respective end compounds) which has been reported [80] for the 

Ini_yAlyAs ternary over its entire range. Total laser power to the samples of < 80 mW 

and integration times of 800 seconds were used for each scan. The spectra displayed in the 

figure represent the sum of three such scans. The energies of the peaks at 238.2 and 370.7 
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Compound TO phonon (cm LO phonon (cm 
InAs 
Ga.As 
InP 
AlAs 

218.5 
267.7 
308.1 
363.7 

243.5 
285.3 
344.4 
401.6 

Table 5.7: Phonon energies for selected binary compounds. 

cm“^ in this spectrum are in good agreement with published values of 241 and 372 cm“^ for 

InAs- and AlAs-like LO phonon modes in Ini-j^Alj^As, respectively [171]. The asymmetry 

associated with the peaks is characteristic of multi-element alloys and is quite evident in 

the results of Mestres et al. [171] as well. The line widths of these peaks are 12.8 and 7.4 

cm“^, respectively. These results are comparable with some of the best values reported 

for Ini-yAlyAs epilayers [86]. In addition to the LO phonon modes, there is evidence in 

spectrum (a) of two additional emissions centered near 189 and 349 cm“^. These peaks are 

assigned to scattering by InAs- and AlAs-like TO phonon modes. The generation of pairs 

of binary-like LO and TO phonon modes in ternary systems is not unique to Ini_j,AlyAs 

and has been well documented in the Cdi-jjMn^Te material system [172]. 

It is noted at this point that as the crystal orientation of the epilayers was not 

known at the time of this study, a polarization dependent Raman scattering analysis of the 

samples was not performed. Hence, the theory presented in the corresponding sections of 

chapter 3 were included purely for reasons of completeness. 

Near the other end of the Al concentration scale (i.e. y = 0) in the 

Ini_a;_j,Gaj;Alj,As/InP lattice-matched material system is Ino.54iGao.459As/InP. The Raman 

spectrum of this heterostructure is presented in Fig. 5.10 (e). This sample has a Raman 

signature very similar to that reported in Ref. [81]. In this earlier investigation, Estrera 

and co-workers used detailed line shape analysis to deconvolve the complicated spectral 

responses lying in the 210 to 290 cm“^ Raman shifted region. This allowed them to identify 

four features: an InAs-like LO phonon (@ 233 cm“^), a GaAs-like TO phonon (@ 255 cm“^), 

a GaAs-like LO phonon (® 270 cm~^), and an alloy disorder related mode (@ 244 cm~^). 

Similar curve-fitting techniques were applied to the spectrum in Fig. 5.10 (e) and the best 

fit to the data required the three Lorentzian profiles presented in Fig. 5.11. These peaks, 

centered at 232, 252 and 270 cm“^, were attributed to InAs-like LO phonons, GaAs-like 

TO phonons and GaAs-like LO phonons, respectively. It is important to note that the best 

fit to the data in Fig. 5.10 (e) did not include the 244 cm“^ alloy disorder mode present 
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150 200 250 300 350 400 

RAMAN SHIFT (cm-l) 
Figure 5.10: Raman spectra obtained at 300 K for InGaAlAs/InP heterostructures with 

A1 concentrations ranging from 0 to 48 percent. The curves correspond to (a) y=0.48, (b) 

y=0.07, (c) y=0.05, and (d) y=0. 
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in the work of Estrera et al. [81]. This fact, in combination with the narrow FWHM (4.7 

meV) of the GaAs-like LO phonon peak (a factor of two narrower than that reported in 

Ref. [81]) suggest that a high quality, low disorder epilayer has been produced. 

The remaining three spectra in Figs. 5.10 (b), (c) and (d) correspond to 

Ino.53Ga0.40Al0.07As/InP, Ino.53Gao.42Alo.05As/InP and Ino.53Gao.44Alo.03As/InP heterostruc- 

tures, respectively. All of these samples show Raman modes quite similar to those in the 

Ino.54iGao.459As/lnP spectrum of (e). As the Al concentration of the epilayers increases 

from 0 to 7%, going from the spectrum in (e) to that in (b), the Raman shift due to the 

strong GaAs-like LO phonon mode decreases by ~ 4.5 cm“^. Also distinguishable in the 

spectra of figures (b), (c) and (d) is a weak component centered near 343 cm“^. Although 

this emission occurs near the bulk InP LO phonon mode at 344.5 cm“^, there is no evi- 

dence for it in the lno.54iGao.459As/lnP spectrum of figure (e) and hence the signal is not 

believed to originate in the substrate. This contention is supported by the earlier PL results 

of Section 5.3.3 which showed no discernible emission from the InP in any of the epilayer 

investigations. Instead, the 343 cm“^ structure is attributed to scattering by an AlAs-like 

LO phonon mode. 

In the Raman investigation of lni_j,Alj,As by Emura et al. [80], the Raman shift 

associated with the AlAs-like LO phonon mode was found to increase linearly with in- 

creasing Al composition. Based on the results of this study, a Raman shift of 343 cm~^ 

in the ternary material would correspond to scattering by an AlAs-like LO phonon in an 

lno.92Alo.08As epilayer. Likewise, in the study of lni_a,Gaj;As by Brodsky et al. [173], which 

also displayed evidence of two-mode Raman behavior, the phonon shift associated with the 

GaAs-like LO mode was found to decrease linearly with decreasing Ga concentration. Based 

on this work, a GaAs-like LO phonon mode at 266 cm“* would correspond to scattering 

in an lno.5sGao.42As ternary system. Comparing the compositional structure of these two 

predicted films with that of the quaternary material depicted in Fig. 5.10 (h) one notices 

a distinct correlation between the Al {y) and Ga (x) concentrations in the three epilayers. 

The 8% total Al concentration in the predicted lno.92Alo.08As material is very near the 7% 

value in the film of Fig. 5.10 (b). Similarly, Ga concentrations of 42% and 40% are found 

corresponding to the predicted lno.58Gao.42As material and that of Fig. 5.10 (b). 

Based on these comparisons it appears, at least in the near ternary case of the 

quaternary system (i.e. y < 0.07), as though the Al and Ga atoms in the quaternary 

mix effectively ’see’ each other as In atoms. As a result, the phonon modes in the qua- 
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RAMAN SHIFT (cm-l) 

Figure 5.11: Raman intensity of InGaAs/InP sample number 1510. The various phonon 

components making up the structure are deconvolved and indicated as marked. 
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ternary heterostructure behave as appropriately weighted ternary constituents, wherein the 

Ini_j,_yGaa;Alj^As LO phonon modes occur at energies defined by the hypothetical ternaries 

Ini+jc-yAlyAs and Ini_a,4.j,Gaa;As. Potentially this is an important conclusion, for if it holds 

true throughout the entire compositional range possible in this alloy, it may provide a quick 

and simple method of unambiguously determining the proportions of group-III elements in 

Ini_i;_y Ga^jAlj;As/InP heterostructures. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 (lll)CdTe/(001)GaAs:Si and (001)CdTe/(001)InSb 

heterostructures 

The photoluminescence emitted from PLEE grown (lll)CdTe/(001)GaAs:Si and 

(001)CdTe/(001)InSb heterostructures has been studied at 11.5 K. Investigations of the 

CdTe Eo gap region of one of the targets and its corresponding epilayer resulted in the 

identification of a number of radiative recombination mechanisms. As well as displaying 

similar donor BE peaks, the PL spectra of the target material and its epilayer both included 

a strong luminescence signal near 1.47 eV. This emission was associated with excitons bound 

to extended defects. 

Luminescence from the £(>+Ao gaps of both the epilayer and substrate target ma- 

terials was virtually absent in the heterostructure components (i.e. substrates and targets) 

before growth and was considerably enhanced by the presence of the interface. As well 

detecting band-to band recombination directly across the CdTe Te — Pr gap, PL signal 

from the Eg + A<, region of one of the epilayers included a significant luminescence com- 

ponent centered near 2.36 eV. Based on its energy position and line width, relative to the 

1.47 eV peak, this emission was attributed to transitions occurring between holes in the P7 

spin-orbit, split-off valence band and electrons trapped at the same extended defect centers 

responsible for the 1.47 eV peak. It is believed that this is the first observation using con- 

ventional PL techniques of radiative recombination arising from transitions associated with 

the CdTe T7 band, other than that of direct Pg — P7 transitions. 
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The enhanced PL signals associated with the fJo+Ao regions of the film and sub- 

strate materials seen once the heterojunction is produced underscores the importance of 

the interface. At least in the case of these mixed II-VI/III-V heterostructures, it appears 

that interface states produced by differences in species valence, along with high carrier 

concentrations and or impurity levels in the samples, are sufficiently long lived to promote 

radiative decay across higher gaps. If this is so, then II-VI/III-V heterostructures developed 

for optoelectronic transduction should be carefully checked for radiative decay across these 

higher gap channels since any such decay mechanisms reduce the effective carrier generation 

efficiency. 

6.2 (lll)Cdi_a;Mnj;Te/(lll)GaAs:Si heterostructures 

The PL spectra from a series of PLEE grown heterojunctions consisting of 

(lll)Cdi_a;Mna;Te epilayers of various Mn concentrations, on heavily Si doped (lll)GaAs 

substrates have been studied. Over the energy range of 2.5 to 0.6 eV, components originating 

in both the substrate and epilayer regions of the samples were observed. The intensity of the 

PL from the substrate Eg+Ao gap was found to increase rapidly with growth temperature 

and time in samples produced at or above T^ = 250 °C. It is believed that the samples grown 

at these higher temperatures have an improved epilayer crystal quality, a confirmation of 

earlier Raman results. The PL, starting at the substrate Eg+Ao energy of 1.886 eV in 

the higher growth temperature samples, is likely enhanced because of an increase in carrier 

diffusion length in combination with the changes in interface states produced by the mixed 

II-VI/III-V heterojunction. This allows single carriers and excitons to migrate into the 

interface region prior to radiative recombination. 

The PL signal from Si clusters present in the GaAs substrate, was observed in sin- 

gle peak and double peak forms in the heterojunction spectra. The unannealed substrate 

and the junction grown at a temperature of 210 °C exhibited the single peak result while 

junctions grown at higher temperatures produced the double peak form. Substrate anneal- 

ing experiments showed that the second cluster peak did not develop until a temperature of 

500 °C was exceeded. This suggests that during PLEE hetero junction growth the ablation 

products can transfer a significant amount of energy to the growth surface, hence increasing 

the effective temperature above T^ at the growth surface. 
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6.3 Ini-x-yGa^jAlyAs heterostructures lattice-matched to InP 

Preliminary measurements on an important new class of quaternary semiconductor 

have been reported and the initial results are very encouraging. Raman scattering at 300 

K and photoluminescence at 11.5 K from MBE-grown Ini-x-j/Ga^A^As epilayers, lattice- 

matched to InP, have been studied. In most cases, the PL signal from the films exhibit 

strong, gap-edge BE emissions with line widths comparable to the best published results 

for this quaternary system. This was interpreted as an indication that high quality MBE- 

grown films had in fact been produced. 

The band-gap Eg(y) dependence of this material system on A1 concentration (y) 

has been investigated over the 0 < y < 0.07 region for the first time. Results of this work 

indicate that over this range a linear relationship, given by Eg{y) = 2.02y -I- 0.80 eV, exists 

between these two variables. As this equation predicts a value of E^(0.48) = 1.77 eV (17% 

too large for Ino .52AI0. 48AS), it is suggested that a simple linear dependency, as predicted 

to exist by some authors, is not adequate to describe the relationship throughout the entire 

lattice-matched range. 

Raman scattering results for Ini_a;_yGaa;Alj^As epilayers, over the range 0 < y < 

0.48, have been presented and all of the spectra obtained for the films exhibited very narrow 

line widths. This supports the contention that high quality quaternary films have been 

grown. The phonon modes associated with one of the Ino.54iGao.459As/InP heterostructures 

was examined and detailed line shape analysis was used to deconvolve the complicated 

spectral responses lying in the 210 to 290 cm“^ Raman shifted region. Results of this 

analysis displayed evidence for GaAs-like LO, InAs-like LO, and GaAs-like TO phonon 

modes. Unlike earlier studies, no evidence for alloy disorder-related modes was found. 

The Raman spectra of the epilayers with A1 concentrations corresponding to 3%, 

5% and 7%, were very similar to those of the Ino.541 Gao.4S9As films. The prominent GaAs- 

like LO mode near 270 cm“^ in the Ino.541 Gao.4S9As film, shifted to approximately 268.5 

cm“^ as the A1 concentration increased from 0% to 7%. As well, a weak emission near 343 

cm“^, not found in the Ino.54iGao.459As epilayers, was evident in the y / 0 films. This 

peak was attributed to Raman scattering by AlAs-like LO phonons and is reported for the 

first time. Studying the Raman shift associated with this mode may prove very useful in 

determining the proportions of group-III elements in Ini-^j-yGa^jAlyAs/InP lattice-matched 

heterostructures. 
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